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CHAPTER I 
THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
A Definition of the Purpose of the Stugr 
The purpose of this thesis was to examine ethnicity as a casework 
issue in maternal attitudes toward the learning problem symptom of first-
born sons . A group of eight Jewish mothers liaS compared with a group of 
eight non- Jevdsh mothers whose first-born sons had been referred to the 
Judge Baker Guidance Clinic vd th the learning disability as the major 
presenting symptom. We know that ethnicity can be related t o normal and 
abnormAl behavior as an etiological factor in child- rearing pr actices, in 
the i nduction of values during the socialization process, in s.ymptom for-
mation and in our conceptual definitions of normative and deviant behavior. 
We elected, however, to examine ethnicity as a dimension of maternal atti-
tudes tOl·Tard and involvement with an actual crisis situation. We determined 
that the child' s symptomatology represented a critical situation for the 
mother . Consequently, when we compared the t"tio groups of mothers who were 
confronted vdth a similar symptom situation, we were studying their atti-
tudes as cultural derivatives. 
Our purpose in trying to assess the function of ethnicity in this 
perspective vras to ascertain how those emotional systems 'Which could be 
related to ethnic identification and ethnic influence acted as case-vmrk 
agents at the initial phase of casework treatment. In order to bring our 
general question into a sharper focus, specific areas ribich lie considered 
crucial to case-vmrk ,,:ere selected for systematic investigation. The two 
groups of mothers were compared lf.ith respect to their attitudes toward the 
1 
symptom, toward the implications of the symptom, toward the causality and 
alterability of the symptom and torTard responsibility for effecting change 
of the symptom. 
The combination of the symptom and the ordinal position of the child 
in this study vrere purposely selected and controll e d for . While both of 
these variables were considered to be significant issues, they were employed 
by us as the vehicles by .,·hich the dynamic relationship between etbnicity 
and maternal attitudes toward the symptom situation could be best demon-
strated. In sum, the issues of the learning problem symptom presented by 
a first-born son formed a significant gestalt against l·Ihich the relation-
ship betwee n etbnici ty and maternal attitudes could be analyzed. 
1ve felt that this Hould be a nroductive and significantl y unique 
vmy of examining the issue of ethnicity. By assessing its relationship 
,.,rith maternal attitudes toHard a crucial situation, -we were guided by our 
desire to determine how an understanding of the functional relationship 
between ethnicity and maternal attitudes would reflect a syndrome of cul-
tural dynamics which, if understood by the case;rorker, could then be 
assimilated and used in involving mothers in the problem- solving processes . 
In order to clarify the r elevance of the ethnic f actors in maternal 
attitudes for casework, the following areas were selected by us for sys-
tematic examination: 
1 . The differences in maternal attitudes torTard the l earning problem 
symptom of the first-born son in a gr oup of Jewish mothers and 
a group of non-Jewish mothers; 
2. HorT the anxiety generated by the symptom effects the nature and 
content of her management of the problem situation§ 
3. The manner in uhich an understanding of those differences in 
attitudes , which can be related to ethnicity, reflect for us 
2 
the pressures and adjustments which the mother is trying to 
effect as a psycho-cultural gestalt; 
4. How the reaction to the symptom indicates the mothe r ' s per-
ception of it as a potential disruption to her cultural 
equilibrium. 
3 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
In this chapter the basic premises which were intrinsic to the 
formulation of the research problem will be considered with respect to 
relevant theory, and research in previous literature. The issue of eth-
nicity as it related to maternal attitudes tOivard the learning problem 
symptom in f irst-born sons will first be discussed in terms of its signi-
ficance for casework. 
The Relationshit Between Ethnicity and Maternal Attitudes 
Toward he Symptom as a Casework Issue 
In examining the issue of ethnicity in raaternal attitudes, we felt 
that ethnic identification, with its attendant values, strains, and 
aspirations, will determine responses to a symptom situation and the manner 
in which the individual will relate to help. Attitudes t oward the childl s 
symptom, toward its origin, toward its alterability, and toward the pro-
jected i mage of those agents which are r esponsible for change of the sympto 
situation impressed us as being crucial case-v10rk issues . An understanding 
of attitudes t oward these issues vrill reveal the mother 1 s dominant defenses , 
the manner in which she relates to the child vis-a-vis the symptom, the 
manner in which she relat es to her husband, her habitual problem-solving 
resources and dev.ices , the manner in which she r elates to and uses a helpin 
agent, and the parti cular meaning the childl s symptom has for her . These 
atti t udes are not i ndependent of cultural influence . They are, · ather, 
attitudes which are precipitated by a cultural complex. In looking at the 
client with a cultural perspective, the caseworker will then be enabled 
not only to determine what the child 1 s symptom· reans to the mother, but 
4 
perhaps to utilize the cultural values which the symptom is a deviation 
from as ancillary casework agents . 
Our first proposition v1as that an understanding of ethnic dynamics 
is crucial to effective casework. As such, v;e felt that casev10rk needs to 
synthesize social- scientific theory into its body of knowledge . Diagnostic 
and prognostic considerations warrant an integrated application of psycho-
dynamic and psycho-cultural theory. The reluctance of the caseworker to 
think in terms of uniformities of behavior has inhibited her treatment of 
a client as a psycho-cultural entity. In addition, it has retarded the 
establishment of a communicable body of casework knowledge and methodology. 
In personal relations, in psychotherapy, and in the arts, the 
uniqueness of personality usually is, and should be accented. 
But for general scientific purposes, the observation of uni-
formities , uniformities of elenents and uniformities of patterns, 
is of first importance . This is so because without the discoveries 
of uniformities there can be no concepts, no principles, and no 
formulations; and without these no science can exist. l 
The orientation of this study \-laS to demonstrate that ethnici t y is 
a dimension that infl uences action patterns and motivational systems . 2 The 
manner in which it influences them and the reasons v1hy it does should lend 
themselves to generalizations which have a predictive and useful quality 
to them. 
Because it deviates from the American cultural imperatives of achieve 
ment and success, the learning problem symptom might be expected to produce 
a common source of dissatisfaction for a heterogenous population of mothers . 
lclyde Kluckhohn and Henry A. Murray, 11 Personality Formati on: The 
Determinantstr, in Personality in Nature, Society, and Culture, pp . 37- 38 . 
2Ibid. 
5 
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In a society 1vhich endorses these irrq:>eratives by i nstitutionalizing its 
sanctions of them both legally and through a syndrome of social and eco-
nomic pressures which are the consequence of a r elatively mobile and open-
class culture, the ethic of success vis-a-~s education is reinforced, 
inculcated, and perpetuated among its members . But despite the fact that 
education has joined the rank of other middle class status symbols 1.mi.ch 
are intrinsic to the general cul-ture, it appeared to us that the maternal 
attitudes tov1ard the l earning problem symptom 1·muld have ethnic r amifica-
tions to them. 
In the gr01.rth of the individual within the culture, patterns become 
functions and vice-versa. It is in culturally approved and disap-
proved si tuations that we feel emoti ons . A general understanding of 
cultural conditioning i s important, but even more important is learn-
ing to take a cult ural life history. 3 
One inunediate issue vr.i. th r espect to this consideration was the 
finding of the Judge Baker Research Group that the parents of the l earning 
., 
problem child, irrespective of ethnic identificat ion, tend to over- endorse 
other cultural imperatives such as submission and compliance. The values 
of success and competition were found to be renounced i n this parental group 
,, 
because it threatened to reactivate their own impulse life . 4 The renun-
ciation of these value s was thought to be communicated to the child. 
Adopting this theoretical formulation as a useful and v alid one, the case-
1.-vork issue 1-vi th the parents of the learning problem child was more sharply 
focused. Insofar as treatment must clarify and alter the adaptation and 
perceptions of the child by intervening in t he symptom situation, casework 
3Gordon Hamilton, Theory and Practice of Social Case Work, P• 207 . 
4M.argaret Grunebaum, "Learning Research P~1.per, 11 presented March, 1959 
at Orthopsychiatry, P • 5. 
with the parent must assume a similar reorganization if the mother is to 
permit the male child to succeed. 
The perception and discrimination of areas that parents are concerne 
about and bring with them into the casework relationship as focal anxieties 
are highly subjective phenomena. They are not, hovrever, culture- free 
issues but, rather, attitudes and values which reflect a cultural complex. 
Only by looking at the personality within its cultural frame of reference 
is the caseworker then able to account for the impacts of 11the processes 
whereby the individual starting through the parent-child relationship, is 
1 culturalized1 along the lines of the persistent traditional patterns of 
the group.".5 The psycho- cultural approach to personality should facilitate 
the caseworker ' s perception of the total personality. She will then be abl 
to assess "idiosyncratic personalities as variations or deviations from 
the cultural pattern, to discriminate between some form of individual 
behavior as either a product or a by-product of cultural institutions and 
traditions, or as a conflict between different social cultures . 11 6 :rr.~aternal 
attitudes toward the child's symptom behavior may well reveal the kinds of 
accomodations which the parent is attempting in order to achieve "cultural 
equilibrium11 • Insofar as the child 1 s symptom deviates from cultural impera 
tives, this equilibrium is threatened. 
Perlman gives specific consideration to culture as a case-vrork treat-
ment component which is relevant to our perception of ethnicity in this 
study • 
.5Peter Sardi, 11The Psychocul tural Approach in Social Casework, 11 
Journal of Social Casevrork (Dec. 31, 1947) , p . 378. 
6Ibid. 
7 
The casevrorker must relate himself and his client not only to con-
siderations of past and present difficulties but also to those 
social forces of hopefulness, of aspiration, and of self- image which 
keep the oerson struggling, teaching and stretching himself. ·( 
Despite opinions that ther apeutic professions consider ethnicity as 
a differential f actor, the paucity of research done in i ntegr ating psycho-
analytic and social- scientific theories was noted by Holl ingshead and 
Redlich. 8 
The Freudian personality system does not integrate sociological 
variables with either theories of the development or the treatment of mental 
disorders.9 Studies by Davis and Havighurst have described the influence 
of the socio-cultural environment on child-rearing practices and consequent 
behavior. lO With a similar theoretical framework, Max Hutt and Dani el R. 
Miller premised their paper on "Value Orientation and Personali t y Develop-
ment11 by giving credit to the etiological role of culture during the birth 
process and pre-natal experience on later personality traits.ll In referenc 
to this article, Mischa Titiev emphasized the interiorization of social 
values as a crucial mechanism by which the child l earned to assimilate the 
variants of his group identity .12 
?Helen H. Perlman, Social Case1-rork, p . 22 . 
8Fred HoLl ingshead and August B. Redlich, Social Class and Mental 
ill ness, P• 7. 
9Ibid., p. 8 
lOAlison Davis and Robert J . Havighurst, "Social Class and Color 
Differ ences in Child Rearing" in Social Perspectives on Behavior. 
llMax Hutt and Daniel R. Miller, "Value Interiorization and Person-
ality Development," Journal of Social Issues, Vol. V (1949), p . 6. 
12Mischa Ti tiev, 11 Cultural Adjustment and The Interiorization of 
Social Value," Journal of Social Issues, Vol . V (1949), p . 45. 
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To my knowledge, the work done by Hollingshead and Redlich to demon-
strate the functional inter action between socio-cultural variables and the 
development of pathology is unique. They f ound that a relationship exists 
between social status position and the prevalence of psychiatric disorders, 
between social status position and diagnostic types of mental disor ders. 
They also concluded t hat social status 1-ms significantly related to t he type 
of treatment sought by and beiil.g given to the individual, to the psycho-
dynamics of behavi or disorders, and to mobility in the social structure 
and the development of mental disor ders .l3 
Thomas Rennie , Leo Srole, Marvin Opl er and Thomas Langner looked at 
the differential distribution of mental illness in the various socio-
cultural sub-groups in a r esidential area i n NerT York City. Their findings 
prove that "progressively lower socio- economic status not only carries 
pr ogr e ssively heavier pat hogenic w~ight but also carries with it progres-
sively greater inaccessibi l ity of remedial therapy. nl4 These findings 
confirm Redlich and Hol lingshead 1s p~mise that f actors which are etio-
logically significant for mental disturbance should be traced to their 
sources in specific socio- cultural condit ions .15 The latter authors felt 
that cultural and social conditions are also reflected in the content of 
t he ment al illness . And "although the deeper relat ionship bet-vreen symptom 
13Hollingshead and Redlich, "Social Structure and Psychiatric 
Disorders, " American Journal of Psychiatry, Vol. 109 (April, 1953) , 
PP • 729- 735 . 
14Thomas Rennie , Leo Srole, Marvin K. Opler and Thomas Langner , 
"Urban Life and Mental Health, 11 American J ournal of Psychiatry, Vol. 113 
(}furch, 1957) , p . 855. 
15Ibid., p . 832 . 
9 
and culture is not understood, nl6 we do know that the perception of mental 
illness and treatment varies from socio-economic class to socio-economic 
class . l7 A higher percentage of patients, for instance, were found to be 
receiving some form of psychotherapy in the upper social classes. In 
contrast, the percentage of patients receiving custodial care only or some 
form of organic therapy was greater in the lorrer social classes . l 8 ~lith 
the exception of the· highest social class, persons from all the other soci 
classes sought aid at the community clinic from r1hich the authors collected 
their data. They found that recommendation for treatment 11as correlated 
with class position. l9 Corollary to t his finding ·Here tw·o related findings : 
11 the higher the patient's social class, the longer his treatment"; "the 
higher an individual ' s social class, the more likely was he to be treated 
by highly trained Dersonnel, and to be treated intensively over a long 
period.n20 ~Jhat vre need to take full cognizance of is that the authors 
found that the psychi atrist s • scheme of values concerning who should be 
treated anpeared to influence their selection of patients for acceptance . 
This raises the point that the psychoanalytic professions must i ncorporate 
psycho-cultural dimensions i nto their body of knowledge so that they may 
1~ollingshead and Redlich, Social Class and Mental Illness, 
pp. 359- 36o. 
17Ibid.' p. 360. 
18 Jerome K. }feyers and Leslie Schaffer, 11Social Stratification and 
Psychiatric Practice, " American Sociological Review, Vol . 19 (June, 195Lt), 
P• 307. 
19Ibid. 
20Ibid., P• 309. 
10 
communicate t r eatment to potential pati ents and pr actice it in mutually 
understood symbols and mutually shared drives . 21 
JeroiOO K. Meyers ' and Bert ram Roberts 1 study on the relationship 
between rel i gion, ethnic origin and mental illness22 demonstrates more 
s-oecifically the relationship of the previously cited studies to the Jewish 
ethnic gr oup . Us ing the New Haven populati on to illustrate that race, 
r eligion, and ethnicity are potent differentiating f actor s in t he social 
structure , these authors controlled the soci o-economic class variable and 
concluded that social class differences in the disproportionate distribution 
of psychi at r ic disturbances over the three rel igious groups was generally 
not responsible for the uneven rates . They found that the Jews 1vhen ana-
lyzed as a rel igious ethnic group had a much higher rate of neurosis than 
1: 
I' 
did the Catholics (Italian and Irish) and the Protestants . While the II 
Catholics were found to have the highest rates for alcohol and drug addic- I, 
tion, organic illness -vras found to be more frequent ar:1ong the Protestants. 23 
No Jews in the samole were diagnosed as drug addicted or alcoholic . This 
last study leads us to conclude that there are differences among religious 
and ethnic groups . This difference is manifested both in the selection of 
sym?toms and in the perception of the problem and the selection of help. II 
The high percentage of Jewish psycho-neurotics found to be in treatment can 
perhaps be understood in terms of t he JevTish cul ture 1 s pro.ximi ty to an 
21Ibid., p. 310. 
22Jerome K. t1eyers and Bertram H. Roberts, 11Soroo Relationships Be-
tvreen Religion, Ethnic Origin and Jlfental illness, 11 in The Jews : Social 
Patterns of An American Group, 11 pp . 551- 557 • 
23Ibid. , pp. 553 . 
11 
acceutance of the values of therapy. Myers and Roberts felt that this was a 
valid and legitimate explanation for the qualitative and quantitative 
differences bet1reen the groups they studied. 24 As evidence of this conclu-
sionl they cited the Je-vri.sh group 's values of expressing anxiety, i dentifying 
personal difficulties , obtaining modern scientific medical care, its 
historic intellectualism and verbal expl oration of emotional difficultie~, 
its contribution to psychoark~ytic theory and practice, and its engrained 
middle class orientation. 25 The affinity bet1reen the Jevrish culture and 
psycho-therapy has found expression in Joshua Leibman's book, Peace of }tind, 
and in a more recent book, Judaism and Psychiatry, edited by Simon Noveck. 
On the basis of this discussion, we might suggest that ethnicity is 
significantly related to an understanding of emotional problems and moti-
vation toward andacceptance of treatment. These studies point clearly to 
the principle that the caseworker must understand the role of culture and 
to use it meaningfully and appropriately in the treatment situation. 
The Ethnic Issue of Narginality 
In order t o sensitively understand the individual's cultural orienta-
tion, we felt it was necessary to define the Jei·rish ethnic culture 1 s posi-
tion in pluralistic American society. The Jewish ethnic group is marginal. 
Marginality is determined not only by the fact that it is an i~~grant 
minority group but that it is a highly assimilated minority group, as 't·rell . 
Marginality is a phenomenon which reflects the function of the 
24Ibid., pp . 556- 557 . 
25Ibid. 
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mixing of cultures attendant upon ~igration, 26 acculturation, and assimila-
tion. The Jelr living in a gentile 1-rorld is essentially living in tvro 
interacting societies . In speaking of the nolarities in Jev~sh idcntifica-
tion, Irwin B. Rinder stated that: 11 Jewish-Arnerican identity is e s sentiall 
mar ginal since the possibility of conflict is uresent in its dualism. "27 
The very solidarity and stability of the Jewish ethnic group has resulted 
in a minority group ethnocentrism28 which conflicts with the ethnocentrism 
of the dominant culture. Parks ' definition of marginality is particularly 
germane to this concept , 
The marginal man is one who is living and sharing intimately 
in the cultural life and traditions of t1-ro distinct peoples; 
never quite willing to break i·~ th his past and his traditions, 
and not quite accepted because of p~~udice in the new society in 
which he now sought to make a place . 
In this country e conomic m.obili ty is not necessarily synonymous v~th 
social status . An essential feature or component of social position is 
the axis of ethnic identification. 30 The Jews as an ethnic group are a 
case i n -::>oint. Despite their economic mobility, they have not alvrays 
been equally allotted the same social re1vards and social institutions of 
the dominant culture . 
26Everett Hughes, "Social Change and Status Protest; an Essay on 
the I1arginal Man, 11 Phylon, (1949) , P• 58 . 
27 Irt·Tin D. Rinder, "Polarities in Jewish Identification," in 
The Jew: Social Patterns of An American Group, P• 499. 
28Everett Stonequist, liThe Harginal Character of the Jews, 11 in 
JelvS in a Gentile 1•1orld, p . 303 . 
29Hughes, op. cit., P• 59. 
3°Ibid., p. 63 . 
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Because of the discriwinations of the dominant cultur~ minority 
groups have to accomodate and adapt themselves t o the marginal positions 
't·Thich they find themselves in. Several resolutions become ingrained as 
predominant character patterns 1d thin t he minority culture . first, t he 
group may establish parallel institutions which, unlike the institutions of 
the dominant culture which t hey imi tate1 are characterized by their essen -
t i ally ethnic features . A second possible solution to marginality is to 
alienate oneself from the cult ure 't•rhich impedes full acceptance by another. 
In this case, assimilation is a "passing from" or renunciati on of ethnic 
origin. Myrdal aptly describes this as the American Dilemma. A t hird 
solut i on is the kind of cultural r evival which is associ ated with ultra-
orthodoxy and ultra-nationalism. The fourth solution is the one we are 
most concerned ~dth. Our proposition ,then,is that the most f r equent solu-
tion utilized by the Jew to cope with his marginality is inte~1ectuality. 3l 
The Solution of Marginality as an Ethnic Issue 
Intellectual activity in t he Jeyfish culture has an historic origin. 
Even before their waves of ir.lmigrat ion to this country, it was this solution 
1 
1mich prevented t he Je1m 1 social disorganization as a people . Wirth states : 
"To speak of the Je1-vs as a people of the book is more than a mere euphemism. ' 2 
Regardless of t he threatening disintegration ~IDich has emanated f rom many 
sources, this ethnic group has never ceased being a body of people distin-
guished by a schema of values and attitudes . 33 Not only did r eligious 
31Ibid. 
32Louis Wirth, "Education for Survival, 11 American Journal of 
j Sociology, (May, l9L~3), p . 682. 
33Ibid. 
I 
education and the transmission of a body of law and conduct suffice to 
maintain the Jewish group 's cohesion as a separate cornnrunity34 but uith 
I 
their emphasis upon educatio~ the channels for second- generation children 
of :irnwigrants to accomodate to this country and the attendant conflicts 
of ass:irn.Uation i·rerc already established. vlhile one of the themes of non-
Jev1ish minority· groups in the second- gener ation phase of adjustment t o 
t his country has been a rather characteristic pattern of social disor gani-
zation, the Je"tv1 s education e stablished a pattern of behavior which allmved 
him to be more highly valued in the conmnmity. His very ability, how-rever, 
I 
represented a threat to the dominant culture ' s hold on economic, polit ical, 
and social institutions. 
vfuile the gestalt of political and socio- economic realities of soci-
ety at given historical periods of time undoubtedly precipitate nevr anxieti 
or intensify old one s in a minority culturc:U group, the value of education 
>-r.i thin the Je1vish culture has remained a constant property which has tran-
scended the spat,:ial and temporal factors in its history. 
By value we meant: 
an observable variable in human conduct. It may be regarded as any 
aspect of a situation, event or object that i s invested 1-1ith a pre-
ferential i nterest as being good or desirable. Values are more 
than pure sensations, emotions, r eflexes, or so- called needs . They 
have a conceptual element to them, are af fectively charged, and 
repr esent actual or potential enotional mobilization . They are , 
in sum, modes gf organizing conduct and patterning principles that 
guide action.3:> 
3~virth, op. cit., p . 683. 
3SRobin 11. Wil-liams, "Value Orientat i ons in American Society, 11 
Social Perspectives on Behavior, P• 289. 
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The value of education is extensive Hi thin the JeHish culture; 36 it is of 
historically long duration;37 it is sought and r..ainta:ined 1ri.th intensity;38 
and it yields prestige39 for the culture as i·rell as the cultural member. 
In any time period in J eiri.sh history, education has been used for 
survival. Before immigration, it 1-ras used for religious survival. In 
adapting to America, it has been used as an accomodation for marginality 
and P.obili ty • 
In the absence of a concentrated geographic area, of r olitical unity 
or racial identity, since their dispersion as a people, religious education 
and the transmission of a body of lavr and conduct sufficed to maintain the · 
cohesion as a separate ethnic comreunity. 4° Consequently, the eldest son 
whose responsibility it was to be the scholar and carrier of the code 1·1as 
highly valued. This community h1.s not only respected the scholar but it 
has kept its intellectual ex:pecta:lions of the male child intact. 
"Although the specialness 1dth which the eldest child is regarded 
is so general as to be basic to human nature, 11 41 v/6 IlDlst not lose sight of 
the fact that the ordinal position is a culturally relative issue . Neisser 
states that despite its universaJ.ity: 42 
36Ib ' d 290 ~-, p . • 
37Ibid. 
38Ib ' d ~., 
39Ibid. 
p . 290. 
40t.~-th, 't 683 "~ op. c~ ., p . • 
41Edith Neisser, The Eldest Child, p . XI . 
42Ibid. 
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each culture eives to its eldests its own form of distinction. A 
fundamental tenet of child-rearing that each child is different oper -
ates in every lmm·m society . :Nm·rhere does everyone fit into the same 
mold, but there are still chm-acteristic uays of behaving thPt 
distinguish each ~oup, even though individuals vri. thin it d.ii'fer 
among themselve s . 43 
The various uaves of persecution llhich the Jews 1rere subjected to 
served to accentuate the function of the intellectual first-born son as a 
link ·t-rith his heritage . 11 Education has been a prime force mo.~:in:; for 
survival . 1144 Eve n in the I:'!fldieval Jelri.sh community, while l·realth conferred 
prestige and power , 11it vTas effectively counter-balanced--indeed . '"Ore o:.'ten 
than not out-vreighed--by the influence and social dignity of descent, piety, 
and especially l earning. n45 vJhen eventually the Jev1 had the opportunity to 
participate in the rising secular culture, the sciences and professions, 
trade and commerce , took precedence over the education content and methods 
of the ghetto colTIMUllity. 46 The social valuation given to learning Has not ' 
minimized by the displacement of one type of aL~ and process to another . 
The Jeu began to gravitate toHe..rd the rationa:..ization and secularization 
associated i-rl.th the rise of capitalistic civili~ation.47 His ir.l!"ieration 
was not only in the direction of urbanized cottntries~ but the culture ' s 
validation of education began to take on ~Dre secular aspects . Consequently 
44Dr. Isaac Landman, "Survival Values in Jewish Religious Education, 1 
Religious Education, p . xxxiv . 
45vTirth, op . cit., p . 686 . 
46Ibid. ' p . 687 . 
47Ibid. 
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the ethos of educetion 1-rhich for centurie s had been a social and survival 
value, novr translated into secular terms r enained as nmch of a social value 
which had adaptive c qnnotations for t he group as it ha s needed to survive 
when confronted with the paradox of pluralistic soci e t y and the vicissitude 
of assimilation . In the l atter situation, acculturation has been easily 
achieved by the Jewish gr oup which was already vrell indoctrinated in urban 
Ifli ddle class values . On t he other hand, hovrever, American society often 
makes the proposition that assimilation requires r enunciation. While 
straddling the dowinant and the sub - cul t ure simultaneously may make a 
group neurot ically marginal, 1re have proposed t hat one solution to margina-
li ty i s intellectuality. It vrould seem that intellectuali ty would allow· 
a marginal person to be independent of the discriminE.tion of the dominant 
group without r elinquishing his participation in t he socio- economic scheme 
of things . YJ.Obili ty vis- a-vis e ducation then becomes only partially 
frustr ating . Within the sub- culture i t self, the Je'tv can a chieve more 
mobility ivhich is also contingent upon the r e-•ards of education. Dean 
writes that : 
The effect of social insulations is to intensi fy social pressures 
within the Je1vish cornrnmi ty. Because of social pressures , norms 
of achievement that are traditional in Je1vish l i fe are br ought to 
bear on individual familie s in a iiay that appears to result in 
intens i fied status str iving. 48 
vJh.ile he interacts v-r.i..th the dominant culture, he can be an e conomic 
partner, soMetimes even penetr ating its umrer - structure. vJhil e his status 
i-r.i..ll not be commensurate 1-rith his e conomic class in terms of the dominant 
48John P. Dean, "Jewish Participation in the Life of l1iddle - sized 
American Communitie s , " in The Je'tiS : Social Patterns of an American Group, 
p. 318. 
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group ' s sharing its social institutions with him, the independence afforded 
to bin by r~s professional , proprietal, and managerial roles , makes him 
relatively less vulner able to e cono:rtic discr:Lminotion. Our definitionl then, 
is that the value of education for this uarticular ethnic group not only 
is historically significant and institutionalized •·li thin the culture, but 
that it has been intensi~ied by the dominant culture ' s stringent demands, 
and by the phenomena of an open- class society in general . It is an a ccomo-
dation to marginality. vle assumed that the unique position of the first-
born son in the Jewish culture and his uarticular function of learning a s 
"' an ac03:Dllii1'lation to the culture 1 s ma.rginal -position Kould significantly 
II 
determine attitudes of the Je•-lish parent tQi·rard the learning problem sympto • 
Several studies which have been conducted recently illustr ate t his fact . 
A Discussion of Relevant Studies on 
Contemporary Et hnic Group Values 
Strodtbeck compared the values and achievement bet•·reen the Je.-:ish 
sub- culture and the Italian sub- culture . According to Strodtbeck, both 
of these minority groups h c:.ve adapted as groups to this country' s require-
ment for achievement of high values. He examined the possible causative 
factors for the disparity betlieen these ti..ro ethnic groups in the production 
of achievement i ndividuals in the United S t.ates . 49 His conclusions 
revealed that the JeiVish sample was more mobility- oriented in its favorable 
attitudes toward nrestige occupations . 5° Socio- economic status affects 
L9Fred Strodtbeck , "Family Interaction, Values and Achieverr.ent," 
in The Jei-r: Social Patterns of an Ainerican Group, p . 161 . 
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socialization practices and poHer balance 1-ri. thin the f'an'.ily . Sl Both 
factors are related to subsequent achievement. S2 
Jewish parents definitely had higher education and occupational 
expectation for their sons. S3 Historically, as we have noted, the l egiti-
mation of education was intrinsically bound up with prestige which vras 
associated lri.th intellectual activity. S4 Contemporarily, status and finan-
cial rewards are found to be available in the professions . The latter are 
also attainable by i·rork of an intel lectual nature . SS 
Recent trends in American society such as the current phenomena of 
l"lobility fron urban area s to suburbia effects change in the chara cter of 
society and in its value systems. S6 As the Je1.Jish ethnic group has parti-
cipated in this socio- e conomic transition, what He vri. tne s s is an intensifi-
cation of previously internalized middle class values . Rabbi Gordon Albert, 
speaking of Ne1of'ton, 1'1assachusetts as representative of this trend1states 
that : 
The young Jetvs in Suburbia evince very nearly the same concern 
for intellectual pursuits as did earlier generations . Know-
ledge and educati.~m are still of great importance . In the nev1 subur-
ban communities, f ew children have reached college age , yet parents 
already talk about their children 1 s future in terms of higher 
education. In the older, 1rel l established suburbs, i t is generally 
51 Ibid. 
52~. 
S3Ibid., P • 163. 
S4r,.[irth, op. cit. 
SSstrodtbeck, on. cit ., p . 152 . 
46aabbi Albert Gordon, Jevrs in Suburbia, p . XVII. 
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expected that the child uill go on to college . S0 7 of the Je1vish 
children vrho gr aduated from Newton High School in 1958 are attending 
colleges and universities . Even parents "\·no are financially burdened 
take it :"()r granted tmt ' icher erluc tion for their chi l dren is abso-
lutely essential . JeHish religion 1-:ith respect to l earning thus 
remains manifest all t hrough JeHish suburbia. Encouragement of 
children to achieve good grades begins at an ear ly cge and continues 
through the coll ege years . 57 
David Goldberg and Harry Sharp in studying some characteristics of 
Detroit area Jelvish and non- Je1rish adults in 1951, 1954 and 195558 found 
that 73% of the Jeivish group held 1-1hite collar jobs and -vrere particularly 
clustered in proprietor, m8nagerial, or official positions . 16% of t he 
sample 1rere in professions . 59 About 75% of the non-Jewish household heads 
i·rere in farming or blue- collar jobs . This is approximately the same 
proportion of Jewish household heads who w·ere in 'lol'hi te collar jobs . 6o Thes 
figures become even more significant in view of the fact that one out of 
every three J e1·rish adults in Detroit is an irunigrant to that area. The 
original nntionaJ i ty of one- half of the JeHish i'amili es was Russi an. Gold-
berg and Sharp suggest that the Jeli.sh group ' s economic pursuits in Europe 
and other cultural factors produced a node of living a~.ong European Je-vrs 
which Has b a s i cally urban in i ts properties. 61 
Joseph Fauman in examining the occupational selection among Detroit 
57rbid., P• 77 . 
58David, Goldberg and Harvey Sharp, 11Some Characteristics of Detroit-
Area Jevrish and Non- Jevrish Adults , 11 in The Jew: Social Patterns of An ~~~~--~~~~~--~~~
Anerican Group, pp. 107-118 . 
59~., P• lll . 
60Ibid., p . ll3. 
61Ibid. 
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Jewish youth hypothesized that : 
If Jevdsh and non- Jewish youth behave differently in different areas 
of life 1·rhere they have a choice, the reasons are to be f ound in 
some difference as to 1mat is considered desirable by the t Ho gr oups r 
differences in their value syste~s .62 
Sunnnarily, his findings were that the number of Jewish sons 1\lj_ th a complete 
college education 1ms almost six ti.m3s as large as the number of non- Jewish 
sons with an equivalent education. 63 In contr ast, the nUlllber of Jewish 
sons ui th a completed education found in the semi- skilled occupational 
class is only one-half the number of non- Jei·Iish sons 1d.th the sa.JJE 
educa tion . The reverse finding vias t rue also . The number of JeHish high 
school gr aduates in the profes sional or proprietary occupations was almost 
t Hice as f r equent as t he number of non- Jewish high school graduates in thes 
occupa tions . 64 When contrasted viith the occupations of their f athers, 
Fauman discovered that Jev.lj_sh sons 1-:ere mor e upuardly Mobile than non- Je1ds 
sons and less dmmvTardly mobile than non- Je1dsh sons . 65 Similarly, in 
each occupational category, Jewish youth 1·1as found not only to more upvrard 
more frequently, but also farther than non- Jewish youth. vlhen there was 
dmm"tvard mobility among youth as contrasted '.-Iith their f athers ' occupation, 
there 1vas less dom11-1ard :rr.obility among Je·Kish youth. The Jeviish population 
he studied moved dowmu:xd less often and less far than non- Je1dsh youth . 66 
62Joseph Fauman, noccup:J.tional Selection Among Detroit Jeus , 11 in 
The Je1-1s: Social Patterns of An Amcric2n Grou;>, p . ::!.21. 
63Ibid. , P• 1 24 . 
64Ibid. , P • 124. 
65Ibid. , p . 127 . 
66Ibid. , P• 134. 
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1-le might conclude 1dth Fauman that not only have Je1·dsh sons achieved more 
r>.obility through their education than non- Jer'"i.sh youth in this SW'Iple) but 
that this fact can be stated theoretically: 
Different behavior arisinG from a differential evaluation of 
sociological position and a different value orientation results 
in differential educational and ~dustrial patterns. 67 
vlill HerbergJin analyzing this phenomenon,stated succinctly that 
the Jewish Droletarian in the United States became extinct after one genera 
tion : 11 I t -.;.ras his ambition that neither his son nor daughter follo-vr him 
into the factory, and to make sure th~t this uould not be so, he strained 
every effort to give them an education.u68 
These studies have demonstrated the historicel and contemporary 
val idation given to education by the Je't·rish culture , the Dsycho- sociological 
implica tions of education for the children Of the Jerrish group, and the kinds 
of ac~tion nade by this narticular L~igrant group as it became accul-
turated into American goals and standards. v!e noH have a profile of the 
Je~·Ti sh gr oup as it relates to urban I"'.iddle class society. vle can conclude 
that the value pattern as it i.s reflected through the educational drive 
represents a systematic acc~ation to American reality made possible by 
Before its ~.i~r~tion, the Je-v~sh group jl its Eastern European tradition. 
was predominantly middle class in economic and social st-ructure, in 
culture, and in persoective . 69 
To the extent that educ ation c>s:::-.wed ~ function uhich viaS autonomous 
67Ibid., p . 134. 
68-vlill Herberg, Protestant, Catholic and JeH, p . 188 . 
69Ibid., P • 19.5. 
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of its original purpose , the Jewish culture continued to adhere to the kind 
of behavior requir ed of the el dest Je-vlish son. 70 Two studies don e -vri thin 
the last tvrenty years bring into focus the r elationship bet>~en maternal 
attitudes in Jewish mothers who expressed concern about their sons • devianc 
from the cultural expect ations of perf ormance and achievement. 
The Issues of Education and Mobility for the Jewish Mother 
Herbert Strean s t udied the "'arent -child r elationships in Jevrish 
fa.r.lili e s ·Hhich 1-rere seen in treatment at a guidance clinic and concluded 
that there nas a relationship between etlmici ty, family roles , and the 
behavioral expectations of the child. Out of a total sample of 37 cases, 71 
40% of the sampl e presented school difficulties as the initial reason for 
clinic contact. Generally, the mothers of these boys emphas ized learning 
and a pr eoccupation with intellect, and a desire for increased status and 
prest i ge within the social structure . 72 These findings suppl ement our 
theoretical assumption that age and the ordinal position are interpreted 
by the culture in its ovm particular way. The author differentiated bet\~e 
' 
t-v1o sets of r elationships. He found that the more assimilated Jewish group 
1 
indicated w.ore ambition for t heir sons wl:ich they equated 'With a 111-1orship 
of l earning. 11 73 Education achieveroont 1·1as seen in this study as a means of 
'I I 
social mobility. A similar study done in 1937 by Ruth Tennenbaum74 
7~obert Sears, "Ordinal Position in the Family as a Psychological 
Variable,n .American Sociological Revie"i-T , Vol. 3 (19.51), p . 398 . 
71Herbert Strean, "Parent- Child Relati onships, 11 p . 53. 
72Ibid. 
73Ibid. 
7 4Ruth Tennenbaum, 11 Jevri.sh Parents in a Child Guidance Clinic, 11 
Smith Colle ge Studies, 1937 . 
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demonstrates that the value of education is intr insic in the Je~rish cult ure 
She examined the Je1.·ri.sh parent 1 s concern about the child 1 s problem. While 
this study was done tHenty years ago, her r esults clearly indicated the 
preoccupation of the parents in her sample v~th educational ambitions. 
These parents either manifested a strong educational drive or interpr eted 
presenting symptoms other than the learning disability as behavior that 
vrould threaten the child' s opportunity for future education. Intellectual 
achievement 1-1as perceived by this group as requisite to the child' s social 
acceptability, economic success, and status security. 75 
Both of these studies demonstrate that culture internalizes a set 
of behavior al expectations in its members . The se expectations ere 
by the culture ' s r elationship with the larger social structure . The cultur 
definition of normative and valued behavior takes into account the sex and 
ordinal position of the cultural member. Inasmuch as the child' s symptom 
or the implications of the symptom cont r adict these exoectations (learning) 
t-:e should expect that parents -;,iill see the symptom as critical . vJe must 
emphasize that the uarents 1 definition of a situation as critical has a 
cultural frame of reference . 
Conclusi on 
In this chapter.we presented our theoretical prewises and supported 
them vri.th findings of previous writings and r esearch. 1'ie traced the signi-
ficance of education in the Je1-iish culture historically. Defining educatio 
as a value , ~re pointed out how it has been perpetuated and reinforced as 
the JeHish culture has had to adapt to its marginal social position. 
75Ibid., pp. 69- 76 . 
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Because education h~s becone a r.teans for mbility as t-rell a s stability, 
Je-vrish parents are confronted -vri..th a threatening situation vThen the Jewish 
son fails to act in accord with the culture 1 s expectations of him. His 
failure to do so implies a potential disruption of his parents 1 1tul tural 
equilibrium11 • The caseworker, if she is to effectively relate to her 
client, must understand the nature of his problem with reference to its 
cul turDl reality. It is in the culture 1 s set of aspirations and expecta-
tions that the caseuorker might find those agents which are in accord lvith 
her m-m professional values of heloing the individual develop to his ~ullcs 
capacity. 
II Our study differs significantly f rom previously cited studics 1 insof 
a s it attempts to examine how the Je-vrish ~other ' s concern about the non-
achieving son influences her management of the problem situation and the 
vmy in uhich she relates t o t r eatment. 
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CHAPTER III 
}~THODOLOGY A!ID SETTING 
Research resign 
In order to f acilitate our examination of the diff er ences in matern 
. I attitudes tow·ard the learning problem symptom of first-bor n sons lvhich can 
be r elated to ethnicity, a total r esearch sampl e of sixteen cases Has 
obtained from the case files of the Judge Baker Guidance Clinic . Thir teen 
of these cases vrer e included in the Learning Research Population at the 
elinic and were used for this study vlith the per rrission of that gr oup. The 
' r emaining wee cases 1vere selected from the general files at the clinic . 
In order to control for the variables being examined, each case 1-·ras selecte 
on the basi s of its conformity to the follo1~ criteria :1 
1 . That the patient was the first-born son in his family gr oup; 
2 . That his age was bet1reen 6- 12 years of age; 
3. That he was of average or above-average intelligence; which 
had been confirmed by the administration of intell i gence tests; 
4. That the learning disability -vras psychogenic in origin ·and 
content, thus eliminating the issue of organicity; 
5. That at the time of r eferral the boy' s l earning pr oblem was the 
major presenting symptom; 
6. That the child was natural born to his narents; 
7. That there was no gross social pathology in the home such as 
delinquency and physical deprivation; 
B. That the income of the parents fel l vlithin a r ange of lower middle 
to uuoer rri ddle class; and 
9. That the mother of the patient had been seen for at l east a 
minimum diagnostic period of study. 
These criteria enabled us to control for such variables as ordinal 
position! age, and intelligence potential of the child, conscious r ecogni-
tion of the major pr esenting symptom on the part of the mother and the 
Clinic, t he issue of organicity and social pathology, socio-economic 
lThese criteria were used by the Learning Research Group at the 
Judge Baker Guidance Clinic in selecting their cases . 
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position and the degree of contact >·lith the Clinic. Any one of these 
variables might be considered significant issues . They wer e intentionally 
contr olled for by us so that the major difference between the Mothers 
under study 1-m.s the issue of ethnic identification. An experimental group 
of eight Je•;ish mothers vThich conformed with these sele ction criteria vras 
compared i·ri t h a control group of eight non-Jerd.sh r:.others who ·similarly 
complied vrith our selection demands . Since ooth gr oup:'" of mothers vrere 
matched with each other in terms of these criteria , they vrere similar to 
one another i n all essential r e spects with the significant exception of 
ethnic identification. Despite the fact that the two gr oups 't·TerP not 
matched case by case , their essential similarities led us to assure that 
the differences i n attitudes we discove r ed vould be related to the nr esence 
or the absence of the ethnic factor . 
It Has oreviously noted that the coir.bination of this oarticular 
symptom and the or~al ~osition and sex of the patient had been i nten-
tionally selected by us . In doing so, 1re conjectured that althoueh this 
co111.bin~tion uould pr oduce a common discomfort for a heterogenous population 
of mothers , the quantity and quality of this discomfort would be contingent 
on ethnic identification. The second speculation we made Has that in order 
to examine ethnicity as a critical variable in attitudes, it must be 
assessed in terms of its effect on a significant situation . Conseqt,eni·. y , 
the l earning problem pr esented by a first-born son r epr esented a signifi-
cant gestalt against which the effects of the determining variable 
(ethnicity) on rraternal attitudes could be ~ost clearly demonstrated. For · 
the Jevd.sh group under study, l earning and intellectual achiever..ent on the 
part of the first-born son have been defj~ed by us as crucial properties 
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within the culture • s scheme of values . Althoueh these values also operate 
in the general middle class culture , it sc~med to us they hove different 
meanings "'1lich ar e relevant to the culture of orientation. In sum, ethnic 
i dentificat ion has been assumed by us to result in a specificity of response 
with respect to maternal attitudes to1-rard the symptom situation . 
Once t he sample universe vras obtained 1-rhich confoi'!'led \:ith the 
previously stated criteria, a schedule2 \·ras devised 1mich sought to examine 
the relati 0nship of ethnicity and maternal attitudes in several crucial 
areas . The first gene r al area of query c0nsisted of identifying questions. 
Questions on background dat a such a s education, income, occupation, 
religious membership and observance, social and cultural act ivities of the 
parents were considered by us to be essential indi ces of t he parent ' s 
ethnic and socio- economic position within the culture . The se cond area of 
investigation consisted of a constellation of questions vrith respect to 
the rr.other ' s managenent of the symptom situation. This area included such 
i tems as the mother ' s use of sanctions in the problem situation and the 
antecedent solutions sought by her nrior to he r cl inic c ontact. The third 
area of que stions vJere i ntended to exar.ri.ne a ttitudes toward the symptom 
situation . l-J'e included in this area questions i·rith r espect to maternal 
attitudes toward the symptom, toward the causality of the symptom, t oi·Ia.rd 
the alt erability of the symptom, and toward i·lhat agents the nothers in 
these two groups perceived as being responsible for changes in the symptom 
situation. Ti·ro specific scales vrere established 'Hhich sought t o exarri.ne 
the c:mtent of t he rother ' s attitude with respect to the implications vrhich 
2The schedule used in this study is incl uded in the Appendix. 
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she attributed to the symptom. A list of achievement tasks 1-1as also used 
so that ;.re could examine lvhether there vrere differences betvreen the t1vo 
groups with regard to their perception of the child's mastery in situations 
other than the school. The intention Hith each of these questions 1·1as to 
examine attitudes in areas v1hich are of significance to caseHork. The 
mothers in each of the two groups 1.orere systematically examined 1dthin the 
framework of the schedule queries. 
Data Collection 
The face sheet and first five recorded interviews of the mother ' s 
contact ;.rith the Clinic in each of the sixteen cases comPOsed the singl e 
source from -vrhich the data was obtained. In terms of the questions being 
asked, 1·re felt that focused intervievTS -vrith a group of parents Hho were 
in t r eatment would not be feasible . Since 1-re Here p.:>rticularly concerned 
with maternal attitudes at the initial phase of contact 'tvith t he Clinic, 
we limited our analysis of the case record to the first five sessions only. 
Our rationale in establishing this time criterion ivas based on our desire 
to assess the influence of ethnicity on attitudes when they ;.muld be most 
observable . In examining the role of any variable on attitudes, it seemed 
to us that research efforts in this respect would be more productive if 
responses 1-1ere analyzed before maternal attitudes had become 11 contaminated11 
by the case1·10rk relationship. In sum, we believed that in limiting our 
assessment to the firs t phase of contact, we would be observing attitudes 
11·Jhich ;.rere minirnally compounded by the issue s of' relationship and identifi-
cation. 
Data Analysis 
After the data had been obtained for each of the sixteen cases, 
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categories were constructed and designed to reveal the salient and predomi-
nant trend or features of our material . Very specific categories Here 
established 1d th r e spect to the background data. Two age categorie s vrere 
used for the uatient and the parents . The small quantity of our thes i s 
s ample necessitated collapsing third categorie s for the ages of each family 
member . Educational exper iences of mothers and fathers were coded by 
setting up categorie s vmich accounted for the range of education from the 
most minimal to the maximal in the group. J Occupation of fathers vrere 
coded by the use of such categories a s professional, 4 ski lled,5 and 
unskill ed. 6 Income , hm"ever, 1vas errrployed by us as the index of socio-
economic clas s . Income was categorized by accounting for the range from 
the lowest to the highest income of the fa~es in the sample . Once the 
range had been established the ca t egories of lm·r- middle, middle and upper -
middle were employed to rate the family income and position a ccor dingly. 
The use , of income as the index of position 1-1as tested against the use of 
occupation as significant of posit i on . In all cases, the result was the 
same . The use of t hese categories en1.bled us to rank each case 1-ri.thin a 
range which took into account quanti-tative differences between the two 
gr oups as vrell as 1-Ti thin each group . 
In order to analyze the results of our qualit ative questions, r ating 
scales for judging explicit· and :ixrpJ i cit attitudinal r esponses lrere 
3The range consisted of high school, college, gr aduate school . 
4i. e ., lavT, engineering, pharmaceutical 
5vfuite collar occupations such as proprietors or salesmen. 
6i .e ., press operators, carpentry, etc . 
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constructed. Mate:tna.l attitudes tm·rard the causality of symptom -were rated 
in terMS of the predominant characteristics of the response along a continu 
of intr ojection-projection- externalization. Externalization is distinquish 
by us from projection i..l1. or der to account for those attitudes Hhich indicat 
some understanding of the youngster ' s emotional r esponse to ex~eriences 
and relationships 1ooihich the mother sa1·r as being external to the child or to 
her. 
The projection category was used 't·rith respect to attitudes vrhich 
projected causality of the symptom l-Tithout any understanding of the child' s 
response to the experience or the relationship. Internalization or i ntro-
jection of causality was used with r espect to those maternal attitudes 
which i ndicated the mother ' s feelings of having contributed to the child ' s 
problem. Attit udes toward the symptom itself T{rere coded unacceptable-
ambivalent and acceptable . The definition of each of these categories is 
included with their r espective t ables in Chapter IV. 
Att i tudes toward r esponsibility for change i n the symptom situation 
<·rer e also r ated i n such a vray as to take into Pccount the mother ' s consciou 
involvement in t he sit uation. The scale used for these attitude.s consisted 
of Displ acement- Shared- or Absorbed by the perent or another person. 
Data with r espect to the managenent of the symptom was analyzed 
in terms of the sanctions used such as pr aise, tangible rev1ards, deprivatio 
isolation, physi cal punishment , withdra;v-al of love, and reasoning . The 
frequency of their use 1·1as accounted for by the categor ies of 11uses 
regularlyu, uuses occasionally11 , and "never uses". 
vfuenever an attitude impli ed concern 1vit h r egard to the consequences 
of the synqJtom, it was coded "future oriente.d11 • The content of these 
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attitudes was analyzed with respect to the specificity of the concern such 
as 11future educat ion, economic mobil ity, and social behavior . " 
II Our last scale consisted of devel opmental tasks, and social tasks, 
and personal tasks . The former incl uded birth, f eeding, \·Talking, talking, 
toilet training, and physical constitution. Social tasks consisted of 
social behavior, social relations , social skills . By personal t asks '\·re 
1 meant personality characteristics or oersonal habits . Attitudes vd.th 
I respect to any of these issues uere analyzed in terms of their emphasis on 
the child' s achievement (positive) or l ack of mastery (negative) in one 
or more of these areas . Only explicit references to any of these areas 
vrere analyzed. 
Setting 
This study which lvas conduct ed at the Judge Baker Guidance Clinic 
seems particularly appropriate to the setting in >mich i t uas both conceive 
and executed. Judge Baker is a comr.runi ty child psychiatric clinic provi 
:~retropolitan Boston and adjacent conmru.nities uith professional treatment 
and diagnostic services for children ages 5-17 who have emotional problems . 
The treatment of the learning problem symptom is only one specific area 
which the clinic has been involved 1-uth. Other research projects hav~ 
focused their energi es on the study of schizophrenia , school phobia and 
del inquency . It is relatively recent since child guidance cl inics have 
been able to carry on long- term research programs . rJhile the Judge Baker 
Clinic is a modern multi- disciplined treat ment and training psychiatric 
agency today, during its inceotion a l iMited staff necessitated circum-
scribing its professi onal activit i es t o diagnosti c and consult ative work. 
Founded in 1917 under the leadership of Doct ors Healey and Br onner, 
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Judge Baker Gui :ance Clinic u.:ts the first child guidance clinic in the 
country. As the clinic gre>-r in size and coMposition, it began to a:::--.....,ly 
Psychotherapeutic techniques in the treatr:ent of emotionally dist urbed 
ohildren. One or both parents of every child being helped at the Clinic 
is also seen on a once- a-vreek basis. For the most part the parent is 
seen by a social worker and the child by a psychologist or nsychiatrist. 
As part of the training progr am, hOlrever , r esident trainees in the l atter 
t vro disciplines carry several parents in their case loads . This is ve ry 
much in accord "t-Ti th the philosophy at the Clinic that the child must be 
treated as a member of his family . The sane therapeutic thinking applies 
to treatment of the parents as well . The types of problems vrhich are 
handled by the three disciplines of social •·rork, psychiatry anrl. p sychology 
II are representative of a variety of nsyctoneurotic, psychosor:w.tic, and 
psychotic disease classifications . 1•fuile !".est of the patients are seen 
on an out-patient basis, the school r~intains a resident in-p~tient depart-
ment for boys and girls v.'1lose normal intelligence potential is greatly 
incar acitated by their e~otional problems . The resident school s taff 
>:orke in coordination •ri.th the Learning Research Group . The forn and the 
content of the s chool nrogr am is geared to meet the emotional need of the 
child. The actual teaching techniques uhich are empl oyed incorporate a 
therapeutic approach in the pr esentation of material to the child as vrell 
as in the understanding of the child 1 s inability to learn in specific 
v acade:ric areas. A social gr oup 'v-ork -orograrn is provided for the children in 
residence . Each of these younesters is seen on an intensive therapeutic 
basis by members of the profess i onal staff. 
For the past five years, a Learning Research Project composed of 
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psycholoeists, psychiatrists, and social ·Forkers have been involved in an 
intensive study of the intra-psychic dynamics of the learning- problem child 
and his parents . They have endeavored to relate their findings to the 
i s sue of differential treatment . The group of eighteen latency- aged boys 
in their s ample were referred to the Clinic ;.nth the learning disability 
as the major pr esenting symptom. Jliost of these youngsters were selected 
from the general source of clinic referrals . Others Here obtained from 
several cooperating school systems which were requested to refer children 
who despite their l earning problem were not receiving professional help. 
II The study of these boys included an initial comprehensive diagnostic 
1 evaluation vlhich consisted of psychological tests , intervie;.Js l·r.i th the child 
I and conferences 1rith one or both of the :rarents . After the child had been 
acc-epted for treatment, regular psychotherapeutic sessions vrere c onducted 
on a weekly basis for both the mother and the child. The research group 
recently pr esented a paper at the Orthopsychiatry Conference in which it 
stated: 
That their work with both the parents and the children of this symptom 
gr oup had considerably broadened its lmmvledge of i mportant etiological 
and dynamic factors underlying the learning disability and enabled 
them to intervene with a gr eater therapeutic effectiveness. ? 
It vras with the help of several members of this gr oup that this research 
was designed and the necessary material obtained. 
Despite the many limitations of this study, it is hoped that the 
results of our examination of those areas t-:hich this thesis proposed to 
7Y1argaret Grunebaum, Irving Hur-vr.itz, Norman M. Prentice, Bessie M. 
Sperry, Fathers of Sons with Primary Neurotic Learning Inhibitions , 
Judge Baker Guidance Center, Boston, Massachusetts, p . 3. 
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examine might prove to be of some meaning to their study. Althoueh there 
I are no statistics available to us •·ri th respect to the distribution of the 
l i 
socio-economic, religious and ethnic groups r epresented in the t otal clinic 
populati on, I have been impressed ld th the fact that there are a large 
I 
number of middle- class Jewish families 1-1ho are being helped at the Clinic 
for a variety of emotional problems . Tables I , II, III, which shm-1 
distribution in the learning r esearch population, seemingl y supuort this 
i.mpre ssion. 8 
..Roman 
Cat holic 
26. 3 
Professional 
TABLE 1 
LEARNING Il~ITIONS 
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATIOI~ 
Percentage of 
Protestant Jewish 
36.8 
TABLE 2 
FATHER ' S OCCUPATION9 
or l1anagerial tfuite Collar Skilled Worker Unskilled Worker 
50.0 23. 7 10.5 
Other or 
Unknm-m 
2. 6 
1-!iscellaneous 
or Unknown 
13.2 
8"Progress Report of the Learning Research Group," Judee Bah.--er 
Guidance Center, 1958, pp. 5?-58 . 
9Ibid. 
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1 Child 
2. 6 
TABLE 3 
FAl·IILY COJ::POSITIQl\10 
Percentage of Families vli th 
2 Children 3 Children 4 or Hore Children 
h4.7 31.6 21 . 1 
This study ha s concerned itself 't·ri th a socio-economic symptom gr oup 
which is not at all r emote f r om the type of population which characterizes 
the kind of probl ems being given therapeutic attention. 
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CHAPTER IV 
A PRESENTATION AND At~YSIS OF THE DATA 
Our investigation of the differences in maternal attitudes toward 
the l earning problem synptom of first-born sons ,·v-hich can be related to II 
I 
e thnicity,has r esult ed in some dynamic findings which are of significance to 
the case 1-rork issue. In order to facilitate the exa"'lination of ethnici ty as 
a detem.inant in maternal attitudes tmvard t he learning problem symptom, II 
several general areas were selected for study. The first area consisted of 
exann.ning the identifYing dat a . Although the eight Je1.dsh rr.others which 
comprised the exoerimental group and the eight non-Jev~sh American-born 
Protestant and Catholic Mothers vmich COJ::.?rised the control group vrere 
selected within a framework of criteria, certain differences were isolated 
between the two grouns being examined. l The first part of this chapter 
wi 11 deal with the differences betvreen the t1.-ro groups 1 findings with respect 
to the descriptive data . 
The seconi aspect 1,"8 focused on rras the difference in maternal 
management of the sympton itself. ~Ve examined the mother ' s attitude toward II 
and activity with regard to the symptom as representative of her attitude I 
toward her child. We felt that the way she related to the symptom might be 
a significant index of the manner in 1-rhich she related to the child, to her 
husband, and to the clinic . 
The third general area of investigation consisted of maternal 
attitudes toward the symptom' s origin, torrard the alterability of the 
1For the purpose of brevity, the Je~Qsh gr oup will be referred 
to as the 11 experimental group . 11 The non- Jewish group will be referred to 
as the 11control gr oupn in this chapter. 
syrr..ptom, and toward those agents she saw as beine responsible for change 
in the problem situation. An understanding of maternal attitudes in these 
areas might also enable us to nredict m:'lternal attitudes tov1ard treatment 
and the relationship in the initial casework phase . 
Our intention in presenting the material vre found in each of these 
areas is to demonstrate that when differences in maternal attitudes can be 
related to ethnicity, ethnicity is a dirr.cnsion which must be integrated in 
the treatment plan and the treatment relationship. In 1·1orking vli t h the 
narents of the symptom group v!hich we studied, this integration is a crucial 
casePork issue . Previous research cited in the literature chapter suggestedj 
that the parents of learning problem sons 
tend to confuse 11 aggr ession11 as it refers to hostile hurting 
impulses vlith the aggressive activity that goes into learning, 
achievement and success. This confusion leads to the formula 
that 11 to achieve is to hurt.n2 
Insofar as treatment of the child attempts to alter this percep-
tion of achievement and learning, casework must parallel the clarification 
of this issue for the parents of this synptom group as v:ell . The mother 
of the learning problem child must communicate her permission to the child 
to succeed. In order to do this , she must be engaged in t he problem- solving 
process . Our findings reveal that m"'ternal attitudes to1-1ard the learning 
problem symptom vThich can be r e l ated to ethnicity, r.ti~ht be devices 1·1hich 
can be used effectively by the casevrorker to e ngage the nother in case1·:ork. 
... v1hile the pres~e of Je•·lish parents on the child to succeed rri ght be a 
2Margaret Grune baur1, Irving Purwi tz , Norman M. Prent ice, Bessie 11. 
Sperry, Judge Baker Guidance Clinic, "Fathers o:: Sons v1i th Primary Neurotic 
Learning Inhibitions~(For nresentation at AMerican Orthopsychiatric ssocia-
tion Annual 11eetings, February 27, 1960, Chicago, Illinois) , l96o, P• 10. 
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neurotic one , the anxiety or crisis which is orecioi tated by the child' s 
failure to achieve might ~~11 act as a ~otiv~ting force in treatment. 
Background Information 
Each of the sixteen rr:others under study rrere selected with respecif 
to the folloiring criteria: 
1 . th~t they had a first-born son ~~th a primary learning inhi-
bition for which they requested help f r om the Judge Baker 
Guidance Clinic; 
2. that their lat ency- aged sons vcere of average or superior 
intelli gence but because of the emotional problems mani-
fested in the learning problem syra::>tom, these boys had .failed 
to assiwilate acade~ic material up to their grade level; 
3. that there was no gross social oat hology3 in the home; and 
4. that the parents 1 income fall bet,-reen lower !!'irldle to 
upper :rr.iddle class . 
These criteria enabled us to control for such variabl es as symotom, recogni-
tion of the symptom, the absence o~ ~ross aa~r~vati~ social y~tholoey 
I' in the home , the psycholorrical developmental stage of the child, the issue 
of organicity, and the ordin~ ~osition of the child by sex. 
The eight Jeuish mothers rere ;.atched -tri.th the eight non- Jewish 
mothers in terms of these criteria rather than case by case . In controlling 
these variables, v~ assumed that the differences between the attitudes of 
these two groups would then be r~lated to the nresence or absence of the 
ethnic factor . vle did not control for the age of the child or that of the 
I mother. Thus, differences betvreen the tvro gr oups in this r es.,.,ect are the 
I 
I 
result of certain artifacts of the sanple . While they cannot be considered 
~y social pathology, we mean delin0uent narents, or severe 
econor.ic or physical deprivation. 
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as findings , the relevance of the aue differ ences will be r elated to other 
significant areas . 
Table IV, which denicts the eeneral identifying factors of the 
mothers who wer e studied reveals that irrespective of ethnic identification, 
the control gr oup and the experi~ental er oun were simil ar to each other 
·Hith resnect to the distribution of socio-econorr.ic class, and the educa-
tional e:>..-perience of both parents . They 1·!9re dissir'.ilar to each ot:Per in 
terms of t he age distribution of the parents and the age distribution of 
the child. vle rdll discuss these t-vro diff erences •,ri.th r espect to all other 
significant variables in Table IV. 
Age : 
6-9 10-12 
Non-
Jewish 
Jewish 
2 
5 
TOTAL 7 
6 
3 
9 
TABLE 4A 
DESCRIPTIVE FACTORS 
Position: 
1 2 3 
5 1 2 
2 5 1 
7 6 3 
Mother : Age : 
30-39 40- 1.:9 
6 2 
4 4 
10 6 
Father: Age : 
30-39 40-49 
6 2 
2 6 
8 8 
Tli.BLE 4B 
DESCRIPTIVE F~CTORS 
Social Class : l-1 : Education: F :Education: 
Upper Hid. Low H.S. Bus. Coll . H. S. Col l . G.s. 
Non-
Jewish 2 4 2 5 2 1 2 6 
Jewish 1 5 2 6 2 4 3 1 
TOTAL 3 9 4 11 2 3 8 7 1 
The two age categories, 116- 911 years of age and "10-12 11 years of age, used 
in Table IV to describe the age dist ribution of the Je1dsh and non- Jewish 
learning problem sons, reveal that the major ity of Je1,rish boys in the sample 
1rere 6-9 years of age as compared 1-ri.th the JTJajority of non- Jewish boys in 
the contr ol group 1.ffio 1rere 10- 12 years of age . 
lige of Child 
6-9 
10-12 
TOTAL 
TABLE 5 
AGE OF CHILD 
ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION 
Jewis h Non-Je-vrish 
5 
3 
8 
2 
6 
8 
TotaL 
7 
9 
16 
We found that the ages of the Jewish mothers and the non- JsWish 
mothers also differed significantly. The difference in the ages of the 
h2 
mothers was similar to the differences in age bet1men the JeHish and non-
Je•·Iish f athers . 
Age of 11other 
30- 39 yrs . 
40-49 yrs . 
TOTAL 
.\ge of Father 
30-39 yrs . 
40-49 yrs . 
TOTAL 
TABLE 6A 
AGE OF !-:OTHER 
ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION 
Jewish Non - J el-.rish 
4 
4 
8 
TABLE 6B 
AGE OF FATHER 
ETHNIC IDE~ITIFICATION 
6 
2 
8 
Non-Jewish 
2 6 
6 2 
8 8 
Total 
10 
6 
16 
Total 
8 
8 
16 
Trlhile the JeHish boys tended to be younger than the non- Jewish 
boys in the sample, non-Jevrish mothers tended to be younger than Jewish 
mothers >-Jho fell evenly into the "30-39 11 and ttl,0-49" age categories. Je1rish 
f~thers tended to be both older than non- Jel-.rish fathers , and older than 
their vrives. The material in this table indicates that the Jel-lish boys 
were younger than the non- Jewish boys in the sa~le at the time of initial 
l3 
clinic cont;l.ct . While there was an age rel ?.t; onshin between the older boy 
and the youneer .,.,arents in the control cr oup, JeHish boys were youn~er 
desryite the ages of their m6thers, who -vrere evenly mstr ibuted in both age 
categories . Thus , the age of the child in this sample Has related to the 
ethnic identification of his parents . 
In order to account for t he age difference bet-vreen the boys and 
the ~others in each group more thoroughly, the actual ordinal ~osition nf 
the child vms exai"'.ined and co!'l!'ared ,.ith the age of his -:other . \'~ have 
qualified ordin;:.l :!}Osition to mean birth rank by sex. \·lhen actual birth 
rank was not controlled for by the sex of the child, "~ found that r..or€' sons, 
in Our control group th~ in OUr "'xperimentaJ. group were first-born childre11 
in their famiJy groups . 
TABLE 7 
ACTUAL BIRTH RANK OF FIRST- BORN SONS n· ml-IEIR FAMILY GROUPS 
ETIDITC ID:::!:i'"'IFICATION 
Birth Rank Jevl'ish on- Jel-Jish 
First -born child 2 5 
Second-born child 5 1 
Third-born child 1 2 
TOTAL 8 8 
Total 
7 
6 
3 
16 
Five non-Jer-:d.sh first -born sons v."ere also first-born children in 
their far"~.ilies . An equivalent number of Je1-ri sh sons ,,-.ere second-born 
children in their respective families . \·le right D".rtially explain the 
differences in maternal age in terms of the actual birth position of the 
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I 
I 
p;1tients in the t1vo ~roups . The relo.tionshi~ bet1""2en the age of' the non-
Jeil'iflh nether and the actuol first- born position of her ~on 1-·as not found 
to be true of the eJ:::-eriri'P-ntal eroup . 
ORDD!.'i.L POSITIOIJ QT.' Ct!ILD BY PIRT.' RA.H!C .ALID AGE OF ~.OTHER 
Je1·1· 
Non- Jen. 
TOTAL 
lst Ord . Fos . 
Age of r·;other 
30-39 40-L9 
1 1 
l., 
r 1 
5 2 
2nd Ord. Pos . 
A~e of l·nther 
30-39 h0-19 
3 2 
1 
4 2 
3rd Ord. Pos . 
. ge o~ I:other 
30-39 l.:.0-49 
1 
1 1 
1 2 
Tot.:tl 
8 
8 
16 
I The sons of the youneer non- Je•:1.sh !UOthers in the so.rrple tended to be £'irst-
born children . In co:r1trast, the '".others of Je·r.i.sh boys uho -..rere second-
11 
born children "t-rere equally distributed in both age cate""ories . 
I, state 1d.th respect to our t4.escriptive d:1t;1 i.Yl our SD!"l''"Jle th..,t ther. i·m.s a 
rel3tionship bet>ren the age of the Ze·:1.sh ~other and the actual birth 
r~ position of the Je11ish learnin: problem child. 
I n co:;;parine the ae;e of th"" c::..ild -;d th the ;1ze of the ,..._o:.her , o. 
!'lore definite relationship 1·7a.S demnstra.ted. 
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TABLE 9 
AGE OF EOTHER AND AGE OF cun.n 
Age of Child 
6-9 Yrs . of Age 10-12 Yrs . Total 
Age of Mother .lge of l1other 
30-39 40-49 30-39 L0-49 
Jew·ish 4 1 3 8 
I' Non- Jewish 3 3 2 8 
TOTAL 7 1 3 5 16 
The figures in Table 9 indicate that there l-Ias a r elationship between the 11 
age of the child and the mother in the Jevrish group. The birth rank of the j 
child did not influence this relationship . The age of non- Jelvish mothers, 
on the other hand, did not relate significantl y to the age of their sons. 
Non- Je1·rish boys vmo uere 1110-1211 years of age 1-rere the sons of mothers 1-1ho 
"~re both 11 30-3911 years of age and 11 h0-4911 years of age . 
The significance of these figures seems to be in the consideration 
that the Jewish sons in t he sa"7lple vrere younger than non- Jewish sons . That 
most Jewish sons were second or third-born children by actual birth rank 
seemed to be secondary to the fact that they were first -born sons . Since 
Jevrish reothers are evenly distributed in the age categories, we cannot 
consider their ages a determining factor in the tendency for Jewish sons to 
be younger than non- Jewish sons~ In cor.paring the age of the child with 
that of the Jewish mother, we discovered a relationship between the age of 
the child and the age of the mot her . Even thoueh a r el ationship existed 
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this to be a causative r clationshio. 
Five of the non- Je;.rish sons in the control goup Here first-born 
sons as contrasted with five Jewish sons in the experimental group who 
;.:rere second-born children. The difference between the age of the Jewish 
child and the age of the non- Jewish child can perhaps be explained in terms I 
of not only the age of the Je-vrish mother , but in terms of the t hreatening I 
meaning the l earning Probl~m. synptor in first-born sons h <>s for the Jewish 
nether. The aiL~ety generated by the co~ination of the symptom and the 
ordinal Position of the child' s sex ~akes her denial of the problem 
ineffective . Although r.ost non- Jel-Tish sons in the sanpl e >·rere first -born 
children in t heir families , they irere referred to the clinic a t a l at er 
age than the Jewish boys -vrere . vJhile for both groups the sympt om repre-
sents a deviance from ri ddle class imperatives, for the Jewish gr oup, the 
symptom conflicts not only vrith the imperative to ~chieve but with the 
cultural ly validated defense to achieve and ~aintain nobility through 
II intellectual ac'hievenent . This defensive adaptati on is especially rein-
forced because of the Jewish family ' s marginal social position. 
s ur.rrnary: Age Variable of Child and hother, 
Birth Rank Variable 
The descriptive characteristics of our sample reveal that : 
1. Jel·rish boys tende d to be younger than their counterparts . 
2. Je\o.r:i.sh mothers tended to be evenly younger and older. Non-
Je~rish mothers were predominantly younger . 
3. There was an age relationship bet~~en the Jewish child and the 
Jewish mother . 
4. In this sample Jei·rish boys tended to be younger than non-Je<Iish 
boys desni te the fact that non- Jerdsh r..others ~:ere nredominantly 
younger . 
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· 5. On the other hand, Jeldsh boys 1-rere second or third-born 
children, ~-1hich r'.ight account for the age li.:'ferences of both 
the Je·ld.sh and non-Je-vrish child and ::nother in each group . 
Income and Education Variable of Fathers 
Comoared with Ages of Sons in Treatment 
Using income of fathers as an index for social class position, 
~~ found that there was no significant difference in distr ibution between 
the families in our sampl e . 
TABLE 10 
SOCIAL CLASS POSITION 
Jewish Non- Jewish 
Upper-Middle l 2 
lliddle 4 
Lo-vrer-Middle 2 2 
TOTAL 8 8 
Total 
3 
9 
4 
16 
There \-las a greater variation in the educational experience 
bet,veen the fathers of the t1-1o groups . 
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TABlE ll 
EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE 
Jewish Non- Jewish Total 
High School 4 2 6 
College 3 6 9 
Graduate School 1 1 
TOTAL 8 8 16 
!-:ore non- Je1..rish fathers than t heir counterparts in the sample 
had had some college exnerience. The Jewish fathers 1-Jere evenly distri-
buted in the high school , college, and graduate school categories . 
In looking at the combinRt ion of' the ~.ncome and education varia-
bles in each group, we found that despite the differences in educati0nal 
experiences and in age , the Jewish group had obtained a distribution of 
socio-econoiTl:i.c Il0s:i t, · on equivalent to the cont r ol gr oup. On the other 
hand, the age di:'ferences bet1·reen the two groups night possibly account for 
their equivalent earning capacities . 
TABLE 12 
FATHERS 1 EDUCATION AND SOCIO-ECONOHIC POSITION 
Upper Hiddle LorYer Total 
Jew. Non- Jew. Jew. Non- Jew. Je•-1• Non-Jew. 
H. S . 3 1 2 6 
Coil . 2 2 4 1 9 
Grad. School 1 1 
TOTAL 1 2 5 4 2 2 16 
Most fathers in the total sample who had just a high school 
education were Je•·rl.sh. Three had obtained a rri.ddle class status . The two 
non-Jewish fathers who had just a high school education did unskiJ led 1«Tork 
and earned a lower- middle class income . 
}lost of the fathers in the total sample 1·mo had attended or 
graduated from college were non- Jewish. In this category, tvro of the 
Jewish fathers had obtained middle class incomes while the third Jewish 
father seemed to be dom1ward mobile . Only one father in the total sample 
attended gr aduate school. This Jevlish father earned an upper- class incoiOO . 
Conjectures about the relationship of mobility to educational experience 
are tempered by the c onsideration that most of these fathers were victims 
of the Depression. Because the realities these f athers had to cope 1dth 
are not accessible to this particular research, He cannot make too many 
valid speculations. Our descriptive material seems to indicate that Jewish 
fathers with just a high school education 1rere more r.1obile than non- Jewish 
fathers 1dth an equivalent education. The age difference, ho,.rever, may 
account for ,.That appears to be mobility. Non-Jet·Tish fathers .. n. th a college 
education seemed to be more mobile than Jewish fathers ~Qth a similar 
experience . The one Jewish professional in the group exceeded all fathers 
in either group in terms of earning capacity. 
Socio-economic positior , 3eemed to be more significant when it 
was compared with the age of the cr.ild in t r eatment. I n this instance, we 
found that Jewish fathBrs , regardless of their socio- economic position, 
had younger sons in treatment than non- Jei·rl.sh fathers did. 
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TABLE 13 
SOCIO- ECONOMIC POSITION AND AGE OF CHlLD 
Age of Child Up.,...e r Hiddle Lo1-rer Total 
Jew. Non- Jew. Jew. Non- Je,.;. JeH. Non-Jev1. 
6-9 1 1 3 1 2 8 
10-12 1 1 3 1 2 8 
TOTAL 1 2 4 4 3 2 16 
"Upper" , 11middle 11 and 11lower11 income Jei7ish fathers had a child 
11 six-nine 11 years of age in treatment. 11Upper11 , "middle" and 11 lovrer11 
income non- Jewish fathers had older sons in treatment. In the "six-nine" 
year old category, four out of eight fathers in the total sample earned a 
middle class income . Three of these fathers vrere JeFish. The exact revers~ 
r elationship bet;-reen middle class ..,osition and the age of the child was II 
ev idenced in the uten-twelve 11 year old age category of the child. In this 
instance, three of the four r':iddle class fathers were non- Jewish. Lower 
income Jevrs had younger sons in treatment i·Jhile l ov:rer inco~ non- Jevlish 
fathers had older sons in treatment. Upner income non- Jevlish fathers had 
sons who ;-rere evenly distributed in the younger and older age categories 
iihile the one upper income Jewish father had a son "t-Iho six-nine years of 
age . Our assumption that wives of the Jewish fathers, irrespective of 
their husbands ' income, vrer e c~neerned about the learning oroblem symptom 
because they anticipated main~g mobility or achieving ~~bility through 
the intellectu~l achievement of their sons s coms to find some justification 
in t:re findings in Table 14. 
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TABLE ll 
EDUCATION OF FATHERS AND AGE OF CPILD BEING SE.J:N 
Age of Child ~ge of Child 
I Education of Father 7-9 10-12 Total Je1v-. Non-Jew. Jew. Non-Jew. 
High School 3 1 1 2 7 
College 1 1 2 4 8 
Graduate> School 1 1 
TOTAL 5 2 3 6 16 
Irrespective of the educational experiences of their fathers, 
Jewish boys tended to be younger than non-Jewish boys. Older non- JeHish 
boys in c~ntrast to Jewish boys tended to be the sons of fathers 1rith a 
college education. The results of this '~aterial suggest that because of 
their JTL?rginal social position, cultural and educational position, Jeuish 
parents might be rr.ore concerned about the learning problem son than non-
Jewish parents . The marginal educational position of the Je1vish father 
right also be a significant factor in the age of the Jewish child in the 
non- JevTish Mothers with an equivalent education did. 
II 
TABLE 15 
EDUCATION OF I:OT!m:R AND AGE OF CHILD 
Age of Child Age of Child 
Education of Y.other 6-9 10-1 2 Total 
Jew. Non- Jew. Jew. Non- Jew. 
High School 4 1 1 4 10 
H. S . plus Bus . 1 1 1 3 
tra ining 
H. S. plus some 1 1 1 3 
college 
TOTAL 5 2 3 3 16 
Our material reveals a relationship be t ween the education of the 
Je•rish mother, and the age of the child being seen . The converse finding 
was t rue of the non- Jewish mother . The less her educational experience , 
the older the non-Jewish child being seen . Out of the t en "".others i.n the 
total sampl e with just a high school education, four Jevrl.sh rr.othf'>rs had 
I sons who wer e "six-nine" years of age v1hen first presented to the clinic. 
The four non-Je•·rl.sh '!lothers in the sa111e educational categor y had sons who 
I ,,~re 11 ten-tvrelve" years of age at the time of clinic contact . There is 
too much scatter in aJl other categor ies to ~~e a~ oth~r statements of 
relationship betwee n education and age of child. 
I Because we had .,. reviously noted .:::. .. :i~.:'er•:mce between the !lges of 
1
Jewish and non- Jewish mothers , a cornarison ~~s r.ade betvrocn the age and 
educational experience of the mothers in each gr oup. 
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TABLE 16 
AGE AND EDUC.'.TICNAL EXPERIEPCE OF NOTHEHS 
Age Figh School H.S. e... Bus. T4 .s. & College Total 
Je1-1. Non-Jew. JeH. Non- Je..-. Jew. Non-Jew. 
30-39 3 4 1 1 l 10 
40-h9 3 1 1 1 6 
TOTAL 6 5 2 2 1 16 
While there was no significa~t difference in the educat· onal 
eX!'erience of these tv-ro grouns, the w..:-jority of Jewish :"others who y,-ere 
1 high scho~l graduates fell evenly in both age categories . Non- Jewish 
mothers who v-rere high school graduates ~-ere also younger than Jewish reothers r 
The r emaining tv-ro Jeuish mothers v.Tho have had soJ'le college experience also 
fel.l evenly in the age categorie s . .\ge does not aTJ""'ear to h<>.ve j_nfl_uenced 
the educational experience of the r.others i? the ex,€ ri~ental group. 
S1.ll'1TJ.al'y of FindinE;s of B~ckground Data 
In this sample, Jev-rish boys with learning problems Here , on the 
v-mole , brought to the clinic at a younger age than non-Je~rish boys .. nth 
the sa'l"\9 presenting Syirr9toJll. This finding was true irrespective of the 
socio-economic nosition of their families, the educational experiences 
of their mothers and their fathers , and their own actual birth rank position~ 
The greater marginal educational position of the Je1dsh father may have 
influenced the age at which the child was referred. Since there seemed 
1 to be a r elationshiP bet;..-reen the age of the Je1dsh child and the age of 
his I'!other, maternal age has been evaluated as a s.;gnificant variable ..-hen-
ever it •·ras indicated vrith resnect to our findings of qualitative data. 
I' 
II 
The difference between the t1-vo groups f.rith respect to the artifacts in the 
sample -vre have described wil l become more significant in looking at the 
differences in maternal attitudes to"'-rard the symptom itself. 
We will now t urn to the issue of the ethnic variable as it 
affects maternai management of the symptom situation. 
The Issue of the Ethnic Variable 
as It Affects Maternal Symptom VUUtagement 
Irrespective of maternal age, the age of the child, education, 
or socio- economic position, the total gr oup of Je-vrish mothers made a~pli-
cations to the clinic by themselves . 
TABLE 17 
vJEO NADE APPLICATION 
Mother Father School 
Jewish 8 
Non-Jewish 1 1 3 
TOTAL 9 1 3 
Other 
3 
3 
Total 
8 
8 
16 
Only one non-Jewish mother made aDplication by herself. In three 
instances the school took the initiative in wAking application for the 
non- Jewish mother . In three other cases in the control gr oup, a doctor 
made the application call . Table 17 demonstrates that the Je"'fish mothers 
made auplication with respect to the child 1s learning problem without 
environmental or community intervention. 
vfu:ile none of the non-Je1rish nother s in the cont rol group were 
self- referred to the clinic, four of the eight Je1dsh r.others i n the 
experimental group >-rere self-referred. This •;ould seem to j ustify our 
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assumption that the Je~~sh ~other would be ~~re f~~liar with the a~propri-
ate ameliorative institutions . We asS',me that the Je1-r.i.sh rtother ha s pri-
!'l ..a.ry 1moHledge of nsychi:1.tric help or h1s used the informti0n ::::;iYen to 
her by various referral sources . 
TABLE 18 
REFER..tt\1 SOURCES 
Self-Referred School Friend Dr. 
Jeo.1ish 4 1 1 1 
Non- Jewish 5 3 
TOTAL 4 6 1 4 
Another Clinic Total 
1 
1 
8 
8 
16 
It would appear from our findings that the school or doctor 
operated as the intervening variable bet•·"een the child 1 s problem and the 
II non- Jewish Mother 1 s involvement in the problem- solving process . One Jelorish I 
!nother vras directed to the clinic by a friend lo:rhile a:r10ther had previously 
II 
sought help from another agency . 
The age of the Jel'Ii.. sh 1-::other bears no relationship to those 
sources which have referred her to the clinic. 
TABLE 19A 
REFERRAL SOURCES ID AGE OF 1• .. 0THER 
Age Self-Referred School Friend 
Jew. Non-Je>·T. Jew. Non- Jew. Jevr. Non- Jew. 
30- 39 2 4 1 
40-49 2 1 1 
TOTAL 4 1 5 1 
Total 
7 
4 
11 
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TABLE 19 (Cont. ) 
REFER..lW:. SOURCES A!TD .AGE OF l:OTHER 
Age Doctor mother Clinic Previous Total Total 
Jeu. 1 Non-Je1-r. Je1·r. Non-Jew·. 
30-39 1 2 7 = 10 
40-49 1 1 4 • 6 
TOTAL 1 3 1 11 = 16 
JeHish mother s who were self- ref '~"ed fel l e qually i nto both age 
categories. In all other cases, Jewish ~others also tended to be evenly 
distributed by age. Younger non-Jewish mothers w~re referred by the school 
or a doctor in most cases. 
The types of antecedent solutions sought by both groups of 
• 
mothers in Table 20 1-rere rela t i vely similar with the exception of contact 
with other treatnent clinics . Solutions for both groups varied uit h 
tutoring, rea ding clinics, a change of schools, and physical examination 
of the child. The l arger amount of contact Jewish :-.ot hers had r:i th other 
II agencies may have contributed to he r knowledge of the clinic . In any 
event, the Jerrish mother seems to be either more faniliar vnt h t he auuro-
priate amel iorative institutions or to use the knowledge her ante cedent 
solutions have urovided her with in m3king self- aunlication . This right 
-· · reflect the directive and educative role her culture plays in· initiating 
her motivation with respect to this syrontom. 
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TABLE 20 
ANTECEDENT SOLUTIONS4 
Tutoring School Reading Physical Other School 
Change Clinic Exam. Treatment Contact 
Jew. 4 1 4 2 3 1 
Non-Jew 4 3 3 2 1 
One of many indices of the nother •s relationship to the child 
is r eflected by the manner in vhlch she relates to the symptom. The 
sanctions employed by her to effect change in the symptom behavior itself 
may represent her habitual nroblem- solving devices . 
TABLE 21 
NATERNAL SANCTIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE SYMPI'OM5 
Positive Sanctions Negative Sanctions 
Praise Tangible Physical l·li thdr~wal 
Rewards Punishment of Love 
N 0 R N 0 R N 0 R N 0 R 
Jewish 
-
1 1 - 1 1 - 1 - - 1 -
Non-Jewish 
-
1 
- -
1 
4This table accounts for more than one solution triE>d by any 
particular mother. 
5 N - Never uses 
0 - Uses occqsionally 
R - Uses regularly 
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II 
Negative Sanctions 
Reasoning Denrivations Isolation 
N 0 R N 0 R N 0 R 
Jewish 3 2 - 1 
Non- Jewish 1 
-
1 
.Data for Table 21 was based on explicit reference to ~revious 
probl em- solving devices employed by the r.othcrs . J-Tot everj mother in the 
total sampl e was asked by her caseworker 't·That she had done to cone Hith 
the symptom. In those cases Hhich provided ir..form.-.,tion for this scale, 
/ 
Jewish ~others seemed to have employed a gr e.,ter variety of devices 1f.ith 
greater intensity than non- Jewish mothers . 
Of the non- Jevri.sh Mothers uho referred to the use of narticular 
sanctions , "praise ", 11tangiple rew:u-ds", and 11 de:;>rivation11 are use d 
occasionally in t hree cases . 11Reasoning11 ¥as used regularly in one case.. 
J e1-Tish mothers , in contrast, had attenpted to handle the symptom by 
II 11physical punishment11 , 11wi thdrawal of l ove, 11 "isolating the child II , and 
upleading with the child" . In addition, she tended to use sanctions such 
a s 11 pr aise" and utangible reHards . 11 The greater variety of sancti ons 
used by the Jewish mother may weJ~ imply he r greater ;nvolvement in the 
symptom problem. In reasoning with the child, the J~.1 ~sh mothers indicated 
concern about what the symptom JTl.eant to them. The a:Jpeal to the child 'tvas 
in terms of not letting the parent s dm-m. The type of recording of these 
records precludes our attempt to evaluate the maternal attitudes toward the 
sanctions themselves . ~ 
6The case analyses at the co-r--.clmti-m:J. of this chapter will illustrate 
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Tables ?2 and 23 present maternal attitudes toward the child's 
achievement in other areas. The findings in this t able are simil "!Xly 
limited by the f act that questions with respect to the child' s develop-
mental history or performance in other areas were not uniformly asked 
by all caseworkers of the mothers within the period of relationship 't·1ith 
the clinic rThich 1ve studied. When these questions are asked, their 
ans1vers can be useful diagnostic tools . The stage of development that the 
mother had the most dif ficulty 1.Ji th can uoint to the nuclear problem area 
in the mother- child relationship. The "tage of developm:mt or the charac-
teristic of the crild which the rrother ecap:gerates or refers to with 
repetition may well indicate her orm point of fixation or regression in 
' 
the mother- child complex. Unfortunately, the nature and the variability 
of recording does not allow us to use the 11 0ther Achievement Scales" with 
this theoretical pre~~se in mind to the extent that we had intended to do so . 
TABLE 22 
OTHER ACHIEVEI1ENT SCALE : DEVELOPMENTAL TASKS 7 
Preganncy & Birth Eating \·Talking Talking Phys . Dev. 
t - t - t - t - t -
Jewish 4 3 1 3 2 1 - 3 2 1 3 
Non- Jewish 1 1 2 1 - 2 2 4 1 1 1 
that Jewish mothers are more reluctant than non- Jewish mothers to relinquis~ 
their use of sanctions, because they are ~ore rejecting of the child with 
respect to the synptom. 
7 t Indicates mothers ' attitudes which emphasized positive 
experience with the child or positive affect about the child -vrith r espect 
to these tasks . Indicates negative feelings about the c'Pnd •dth respecif 
to these tasks . 
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Seven Jewish mothers as corroared v1ith tv10 non-Je"t.z:i.sh mothers 
referred to their pregnancy or the birth of their sons. Four Jewish nother~ 
mentioned the birth of their sons as being a 11big event11 and e:xnlici tly 
referred to the fact that he was the first grandson in the fanily of 
orientat ion or the first son in the fawJly of procreation. Three Jewish 
mothers as compared with one non~Jewish mother emphasized a difficult 
pregnancy with the child. Jewish rr.others also expressed !".or e c oncern 
about the f eeding difficulties i·rhich they had with the child. llore Jewish 
rr.others also emphasized the child 1 s achievement in early walking and in 
toilet training. The inference seemed to be that the accoMplishment of 
these t1·ro tasks implied that the child was 11bright11 • 
TABLE 23 
OTHER ACBIEVEi.,1ENT SCALE: SOCIAL TASKS, SOCIAL BEF.AVIOR 
Jevri.sh 
Non-Jewish 
Sibling Rela. 
1 
Social Behavior 
5 2 
4 1 
Personality 
2 2 
1 2 
The numbers are two small in this scale to make any generaliza-
tions . Twelve Jewish !!'others as compared with eight non-Jewish mothers 
referred to the items on this scale but there was no significant distribu-
tion between the two groups . 
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Jewish 
Non-Jev-d.sh 
Je;Tish 
Non-Je'\o~sh 
OTliER ACPIEVEl'EUT SCALE: ll TEI.LECTU.\1, AESTHETIC, 
ATFLETIC AND RELIGI0US PERFO~JLNCE 
Intellectual Abil . Artistic Abil. N.usical Abil . 
3 
3 
Athletic Abil . 
4 
3 
1 
2 2 
;. 
4 
3 
Religious Abil . 
;. 
4 
4 
Three Jewish and three non- Jewish mothers referred to their sons ' 
intellectual ability outside of the school situation. More Jewish mothers 
exoressed a positive attitude about their boys ' athletic skill than non-
Je;Tish mothers did. Ther~" seemed to be l i ttle di.:'ference in maternal 
attit udes tmvard the boy' s musical perforr..ance . Non- Jewish n:others , in 
contrast to Jev-Tish mothers, indicated positive and negative attitudes 
tow~d their sons ' artistic performances . Four Jewish mothers indicated 
positive affect about their sons • religious performances . These are 
primarily mothers of older Jewish boys or boys nearing the age of Bar 
Vdtzvah preoaration. 
The findings presented in these three scales are too small to 
indicate any difference in maternal attitudes wtli.ch might be rel ated to 
ethnici ty. More Jewish mothers seemed to be preoccupi ed with areas v-rhich 
are of particular ethnic significance such as the birth of the first-born 
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son and perfomance in Hebrew School . 
The Issue of the Ethnic Variable as It Affects 
Attitudes ToHard Causality, ll terability, 
and Responsibility for the Change of the S~tom Situation 
Maternal attitudes toward the s:.rmptom, its origin, its altera-
bility, and the responsiblity for change in the problem situation are 
crucial issues in the initial phase of casework treatment. An understandi~ 
of attit udes toward these issues might well reveal the mother1 s dominant 
defenses such as projection, denial, intellectualization; her initial 
understanding of the clinic; the manner in which she relates to the child 
in terms of the problem; her projected role in the rritigation o! the 
problem; and the ~~er in which she r elates to the clinic or to her image 
of the "helping person 11 • These are the reality issues from which the 
caseworker will make some of her assumptions about the dynamics of the 
individual personality. Verbal behavior vhlch is r:.anifested in attitudinal 
responses in any of these areas, and non-verbal behavior which is indicated 
in the rr~ther 1 s activity in the nroblem situation in general, and the 
manner in which she relates to the clinic specifically are indices of the 
II intra-psychic dynamics of every individual case . v!e have analyzed our 
material in order to determine whether these attitudes are related to 
ethnicity and thus have a predictive quality to them. 
Table 2h demonstrates maternal attitudes toward the symptom at 
the ti.r'le of i nitial clinic contact . These attitudes w-ere r ated 11 acceptable 11 
"artbivalentu, and "unacceptable" . The definition of each of these 
categories is st~ted in terms of the fon m·:i.ng criteria and actual case 
illustrc:.tions : 
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Acceptable: Attitudes have been class;.i'ied as acceptable \vhen 110 
~licit or explicit concern is e~re~sed ~bout the snecific 
symptom, vrllen a~plicatlon and referra} have both been reade bY 
soreone oth~r than the ~.other, or when the sympton is l11inilrized 
by such explicit st<:~tements as "he ~oes not h"'ve another problen 
like enuresis, it is difficult to believe that he has a problem. " 
Ambivclent: Attitudes toward the syr:ptor. have been codr d 11 .:..'11.biva-
lent11 1v-hen the r-.other in recognizing the child 1 s intellectual 
potential is concerned that "she is !:akin~:"" too r.ruch of it" or 
that her 11 friends think she is :--akin~ t'"lo much of i t . 11 Another 
criteria is a statement such as 11 he 1ll snap out of it11 or an 
equivalent statement. 
Unacceptable: This category accounts for attitudes that reveal 
!":other 1 s ano~ety about the possiblity of retardation, or e)~ressed 
concern that the s~~tom brings shame to the ~oth8r if the child 
does not perform or concern th~t the child will suffer if he 
does not learn in school . 
T.iBLE ?5 
ATTITUDE TOWARD THE S"7J-1PTOH AND AGE OF :HOTHER 
Acceptable A.tnbi valent Unacceptable Total 
30-39 40-49 30-39 40-L9 30-39 40-19 
Je1ri.sh 4 4 8 
Non- Jewish 3 2 2 l 8 
TOTAL 3 2 2 5 h 16 
Irrespective of age , Jewish ~others found the learning problem 
symptom more unacceptable than non~Jewish r.others . All eight Jevrish mothers 
as compared to one non- Jewish mother expressed unacceptable attitudes 
toward the ~JT"'lPtom. One-half of the non- Je1rish mothers indicated 
ambivalent attitudes about the symptom. Three non-Je~rish mothers expressed 
an acceptable attitude to1~d the learning problem. This sun~orts previous 
findings betvreen the t'WO groups wiO'h respect to cth8r issues such as the II 
referral sources, ary~lication, and use of sancti ons . On the basis of these 
findings, we c:m suegest that the learning problem is a :r.ore sienificmt 
issue for the Jewish ..,other . The s::,~tom • s 11 unacceptability11 finds 
expression not only in her explicit stater.ents but j_n her recoeniti on of 
the symptol'l at an early age in the child; her .,..,otiv ... tion in terms of her 
self- annlication to the clinic; and her more direct management of the 
II symptom, as expressed in her intense use of various problem-solving 
devices . Non- JeHish :;.!others appeared to be l ess concerned about the symp-
tom. Her nor e a.M.bivalent position 1-ri.th respect to the synptom v1as expressed 
both explicitly as well as implied in her failure to nake self- application 
and the role of othe~ sources in nobilizing her . to seek help. 
T.\BLE 26 
FUTURE ORIENTATION OF 11ATER.l'LU. ATTITUDES TOVlARD THE SYHPTOM 
Future Social Future Economic Future Future Specific 
Behav ior Mobility General Education Profession or 
Type of Work 
Jewish 3 2 
Non-Jewish 2 1 1 
Both Je1-rish and non- Jewish mothers expressed concern about the 
future implications of the svmptom. Tl-.'0 of the four non- Jewish mothers uho 
eA~ressed this concern focused on the possibility of anti- social or del in-
quent behavior . In contrast, no Je;d.sh r.'.others indicated concern of this 
sort but rather focused on the possibility that non- school achievement now 
v~l prevent their child1 s chance to eo to college to to take up a specific 
profession or a general class of uork . It is ·nteresting that the non-
Jewish mother fantasi£as about anti-social consequences of non-learning 
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behavior whereas the Je1-l'ish nother1 ~ focus involves a mobility- stri ving 
connotation. 
TABLE 27 
CONTENT OF COPCERN COi1PARED 1-JITH SOCIO-ECONO!'IC POSITION 
Anti :Social Economic Future Specific Profession 
Behavior Hobility Education 
General 
Hi Mid Lmv Hi Hid Low Hi Ydd Low Hi Hid LovT 
Jew. 2 1 1 1 
Non-Jei-v. 2 1 1 
Irrespective of class positi on, Jewish nothers had concern about 
the fUture implication of the symptom. The content of their concern seemed 
to be in terms of the child' s opr ortunity for upward mobility vis-a-vis 
e ducation, with specific reference to profession or l-l'hite collar work. 
In sharp contrast, middle- class non- Jewish '"'.others who ,,-ere concerned vl'ith 
the future implication of the symptom focused on the child' s possible 
anti- social behavior such as "delinquency or gambling." 
TABLE 28 
AGE AND SOCIO-ECONOJUC POSITIOr OF • OTI-D;RS CONCERNED 
vliTH SYlPrOI-iS ' FUTURE n~LICATIONS 
Upper Lower 
Age of Mother Je1v. Non-JevT. 
Hiddle 
Jew. Non- Jelv. Jeu. Non- Je1v. 
30-39 
h0-49 
1 1 1 1 
2 2 1 
There is a.n even distribution of the Jewish :r.ot hcr 1 s age , her 
socio-economic T)OSi t ion, a.nd her future-orient ad concern. Age ·pas not a 
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significant variable in determining m~ternal attitudes v1hicl. were concernedJ 
vd. th the future consequence of the symptom. The C"ntent of the concern 
lvas related to ethnic identification. :·ie :".ight suegest th:>..t the mirldle 
class non-Jewish mother$ defined non- learning as alien to middle class 
social behavior . Jewish mothers , on the oth~r hand, projected their image 
of education as a chaT'nel to achieve or to r .,intain nobility. They did 
not fantasy qbout socially disruptive behav~or . They tended to ~erceive 
of the s~tom as T)otentially disruptive to status and !'"'.obility. This 
distinction is important to talce into 'lCC"unt in the casenorl<: rel ,tionship. 
An understandine of ,..,.aternal attitudes tm-ard s~Tlptom ori!)'in is 
another significant issue . Such an attitud~ ,.....:J.Y ;.rell reflect the deeree 
of sophistication and understanding which :"othrrs have not only about the 
emotional me~~ng of the child' s behavior and experiences, but about treat-
ment as well . 
v;e ev'lluated these attitudes along a range of "internalization" , 
"projection" , and 11 externalization11 • 11Externalization11was differentiated 
from mprojection" in terms of the r:other 1 s un~.P-rstanding of the e~otional 
meaning, external experience, or relationship for the c~ild. 
Internalization : The mother s~,- herself or her relationship with her 
son as the primary contributing factor in the sJ~tom. 
Projection: Perception of the cause of the nroble:n Has related 
by the ,....other to an external object or ~e~son sucP ~s ~he school 
or the teacher, or the child' s =ailure to apply himself. 
Externalization: Perce;?tion o~ causality was stated in terns of the 
child' s emotional reaction to anothar ~erson, relationship or 
eY.Derience . This category accounts for such r~sponsPs as ~~i-
6 t 
tal difficulties >-rPich the nother sav as detrirr:ental , traurr.atic 
f~ily experiences such ~s r.iscarriages, and separation of the 
child during ~other ' s illness. 
I' 
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TABLE 29 
ATTITUDES TO\WID CAUSALITY 
Internalization Projection Externalization Total 
Jewish 1 7 8 
Non-Jewish 6 2 8 
TOTAL 7 9 16 
Irrespective of ethnicity, no mother initially perceived of 
causality in terms of her handling of or her relationship with the child. 
The need for mothers of learning problem children to use denial a s a major 
mechanism probably accounts for the absence of mat ernal att itudes in this II 
category. There 1-rere significant differences in mat ernal attitudes toward 
causality in both of the other categories. 1-lhile s ix non- Je>·rish mothers 
as compared ,,nth one Je1-rish nether projected causality without implying 
an understanding of e~otional cause and effect relationships, the attitudes 
of seven Jewish mothers incorporated some understanding of the significance 
of various external r el ationsr.i ps or experiences for the child. 
The follo1-ring examples are typical of the differences in t he 
attitudes of these t1..ro gr oups toward causality: 
Projection (Non- Jewish) ': 11He had a poor first grade teacher vJho 
did not teach him the fundamentals . 11 
Externalization ( Je1-rish) : 11\-Jhen I had rry miscarriage, I never 
expl ained to him what had ha"Dpened. Perhaps this caused some 
emotional block. " 
The attitude of the Je>vish mother seemed to be at a deeper level 
than the characte ristic explanation of the non- Jevrish mother . 
Perhaos we can explain the differences in mat ernal attitudes 
toward symptom origin in terms of the social neaning the symptom has for 
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the Jewish group. If learning is defined by this group as a normal acti-
vity or at least as socially necessary and desirable behavior, then non-
learning is conceived of as a deviation from the norm or as an er.otional 
problem insofar as it deviates from the norm. Jevdsh mothers of learning-
problem sons t end to see the behavior as something symptomatic of an 
er.~tional problem rather than simply ~ s a problem precipitated by poor 
teachers . The difference with respect to this issue seems to be signifi-
cantly related to the differences between the two groups with respect to 
the Je1dsh mother 1s initiative in making apulication, and the tendency 
for the Jewish mother in our sample to be self-referred. It seems that 
her r.Arginal position alerts her not only to the presence of her son' s 
maladaptive behavior, but that the culture with which she is i dentified 
also facilitates her recognition of psychological oroblems . Com:equent:tv, 
she anpears to come equipped with '""ore :psycholo~"'ical understanding_ of the 
problem than her counterpart. 
Regardless of their definition of causality of the s~mptom, the 
mothers in both grou:ps perceived of the s .. mpton as alterable . The very 
fact that they have cone to the cJ inic 1rould i."!plY their i.""lage of the 
amenability of the symptom to change . By "alter -:tble11 , 11aJ!lbivalent11 , and 
non-alt erable" 1·re mean : 
A1. terable : Attitudes such as 11if the child au:-lied himself he vrould 
improve" , or ac!mowledge:r.J.ent of the clinic as an effective 
intervening :influence in the problem. 11 
Ambivalent : Fearful that the symptom w.Lll get wor se if it is dealt 
with directly. 
Non-alterable: Non- achi evenent in school is an inherited trait, 
or the definition of such en~i~lary traits as the child1 s 
laziness or stubbornness a.a ~ermanent anrl irreversible and 11 he 
will never change, 11 or a fear that the chil d is ment ally defective . 
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Jewish 
Non-Jewish 
TOTAL 
TABLE 30 
ALTERABILITY OF THE STI-1Pl'OM 
Alterable 
7 
6 
13 
Ambivalent ~on-Alterable 
1 
1 1 
2 1 
The !"'P.jori ty of nothers in both groups saw the sympton as 
Total 
8 
8 
16 
"alterable" . Ethnicity did not aope'U' to be a siezri.ficant variable in this 
instance . One possible explanation about the predominant perception of 
the symptom' s alterability is that these are mothers of sons Hith average 
or suoerior intelligence. We have to assume tr~t they have had accePs 
to this knoHledge . A corollary assumption is that in projecting or exter-
nalizing the causality of the symptom, these w~thers see the causes as 
more manageable and ~anipulative than not. 
The perception of vmo·is to be res~onsible for effecting change 
is another crucial issue at the initial ohP.se of treatment. Attitudes in 
this area may well reflect the r.other 1 s projected image of treatment, her 
perception of her role as a changing force in the child1 s enviro~~ent, and 
the kind of relationship she will establish 1-ri.th the clinic . The assumption 
implicit in the following table is th~t attitudes toward r esponsibility for 
change might be related to ethnicity. 
The following definitions have been used to categorize attitudes. 
Displacew..ent to the clinic: Parent saw the clinic as doing every-
thing . Mother related in a passive-receptive way or saw the 
clinic as parental surrogate--makes child learn vThen parents 
h.?ve failed. 
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Responsibility shared: Parent nerceived that she :rmst narticipate 
in the ?roblem- solving process and looks to clinic as a profes-
sional guide--mother relates in a fairly realistic way. 
Parent doing everything : Parent r.in:iJnized the clinic 1 s role, adhered 
to her use of sanctions in dealine with the symptom, apl:'eared 
to be initially independent or fearful of the clinic--mother 
related in an aggressive-hostile vtay. 
Child doing everything : Parent gave no indication of her role or 
the role of the clinic . She salv the child as being r esponsible 
for change in the symptom. 
TABLE 31 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR CIL\NGE 
Displaced Responsibility Parent Doing Child-Responsible Tot al 
Jewish 
Non- Jewish 
TOTAL 
to Clinic Shared Everything for Change 
,2 4 2 
4 2 2 
6 4 4 2 
8 
8 
16 
rfuile non- Jevtish mothers displ~ced resp?nsiblity to the cl inic, 
r 
to the child, or assumed it themselves, four out of eight Je•rish mothers 
initially saw their mutual role with the clinic . 
TABLE 32 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR CHANGE--BY ETHNICITY AND AGE 
Displaced Shared Parent Doing Child Totll 
to Clinic Everything 
30-39 40-b9 30-39 40-119 30-39 40-49 30-39 40-49 
Je•dsh 1 1 2 2 1 1 8 
Non- Jevlish 3 1 1 1 2 8 
TOT.tU. 4 2 2 3 2 1 2 16 
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The scatter in this table in licates that ae;e ;.;as not a significani 
variable for the Je1·:rish mothers 1-ri.th respect to attitudes towD.rd responsi-
bili ty for change . One-half of the Je"t-:rish .r.others perceive C. a jomt r ole . 
The others -~re evenly distributee in the dis~l~ce~ent ~~d intern~ization 
of responsibility categori e s . Youneer non- Je-v:ri.sh r..o t'rlers tended. to displacE 
responsibility for change to the clinic or to the c~ild. ~ore than older non 
Je;-r.i.sh "lot hers or younger Je-vrish rot:bers did. .i\ge -vms not a significant 
deteriTinant in I".aternal attitudes tor?rd 't'"'rception of responsibility for 
I change . 
TABLE 33 
CmiP~\RISOJI! OF ATTITUDES TOTtlARD CATJS.'U,ITY .U·m RESPO~TSIBILITY FOR C~ANGE 
Displaced to Clinic Shared 
Projected Externalized P. Ex. 
Jev.Jish 
-- 2 1 3 6 
Non-Jewish 3 1 1 1 6 
TOTAL 3 3 2 L: 12 
mothE>r vi.ll r elate initi~Jly to the clinic . The n .ndings incicated that 
vtlile non- Jetdsh r:others H"o prejected caus.:D.i t.y '·Ji t n.out an understD.nding o 
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rnotional effects tended to disnlace res;onsibility to the clinic or to 
the child, Je<-ri.sh ::;others v1ho tended to have sore underst<mdine of the 
el"lotional cormonents in the p!'obleT!. si tuatio .. also tended to sec their 
relationship with the clinic ..,s a joint respons:ibi.lity. vle c.,.n conclude 
this section by stating that n:ore Jevdsh ;-,others than non-Jewish rr.others 
perceived of themselves as being resnonsible agents for change . This 
supplements our ~revious finding that despite the fact that both groups 
nerceived of the symptom as being alterable, the Jewish mothers ' attitudes 
toward responsiblity for the symptom More often than not took into account 
external eyperiences and relation~hins . Consequently, at the initial phase 
o:f treatment, they saw their role in the syr.:ptom change :mor e definitively II 
than the non- Je1nsh r·others did. These findings are necessarily qualified 
by the fact that before the rothcr learns to cor~cate with the pe~is­
sive er.otional exoression 11hich the theraneutic relationship legitimizes, 
the attitudes which she expresses ~~y be socially acceptable re~onses 
rather than real responses . 
Four Case Illustrations 
In establishing the scales by which we evaluated attitudes we 
wer e not ~ble to account for the constellation of several attitudes which 
deMonstrate the function of ethnicity as it related to maternal attitudes 
in individual cases . The two sets of cor:parisons which follow typify 
dynaMically the differences between the tv~ grouns with respect to recogni-
tion of the svmptom, its :management, I".otivation for help, and understanding 
of the Sym"Jtom. The first set describes two lm·rer-middle class ::others . 
The second set denicts the ini1uence of ethnicity on the attitudes in a 
mobile middle- class mother who is cor.:pared ;.Ti th a mobile non-,Jerrish middle-
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class ::::other. 
CASE A: NON- JEWISH 
The son is eleven. 
The mother is 39. 
Education 
P-other end father have had a 
high school education. 
Income 
Fat her was an unskilled laborer 
earning ~3,000 per year. 
Both parents were active in church 
and social groups . 
Application -and Referral 
Mot her was ref erred by a doctor 
l-rl-lo also took r esponsibility for 
making application to the clinic 
Antecedent Solutions 
The uroblem was described as 
being of fbur years duration. No 
antecedent solutions l-rer e mentioned 
by the r.other . 
Problem :Mmagement and Sanctions 
l~ther stated that her activity 
in the situat;on has been to tutor 
her boy . Occasional1y, she has 
also prorised him ~ember~hip in the 
Little League j_f he brought hone 
better r.r ades . She volunteered that 
,.hile she has used physical punish-
ment in other situations, she had 
not employed t his sanction uith 
respect to the learning problem. 
Attitude Toward the Symptom 
"Ambivalent" : Her init ial con-
tact is mar1<:ed by such references as 
11}7 friends think I 1 m crazy for being 
so concerned. 11 
CASE B: JEHISH 
The son is eight. 
l.other is 37 . 
Education 
!-.other an~ f ather have had a 
high school education. 
:nco me 
Fat her did semi- skilled uork 
earning about }3, 500 !)er year. 
Au~lication and Referral 
Mother, 1vho Pas self-referred, 
made apulication for herself. She 
cites the problem as being 1 year 
old. Boy Has in t he second gr ade 
at the t ime of contact. 
Antecedent Solutions 
Included private tutoring, readine 
c1inic, special reading class in 
school, and contact with two family 
<?.gencies . 
Problem Management and Sanctions 
Y~agement of t he problem has 
consisted of phy~~cal punis~~nt, 
T-Ti thdr,wal of lo~'"B, tutorine, school 
1.risi t~ , and reasoning~ She also 
reasoned with him by stating that 
vdthout education, in school, he 
•-10uld h~ve to l-rear dirty clothes 
(connotat ion of blue coll1.r work) . 
Attitude Tow~rd t he Symptom 
11Unaccept able11 : l1.Lother confessed 
ho•r ashamed she would feel v1hen the 
children of her friends gr aduated 
from high school and her son didn ' t . 
She stated with r espect to the symp-
tom, she "should be dead, or her son 
vfuile she sees that unless the 
symptom is altered, her son may not 
be able to get a good job, she also 
states that perhaps she is too 
ambitious for him. 
11Symptom Origin11 : She projected 
causality to the 11cold disinterested 
school" and to the youngster ' s 
short attention span. 
Alterability 
She felt that this was an altera-
ble problem but that she was 11 l eaving 
responsibi.li ty in the clinic ' s hands . " 
Her focus is on his "being a good 
boy, popular -vri.th other children. 
He never swears or tells dirty 
stories . ~ She emphasizes his frugal 
habits and his polite social behavior . 
retarded--it 1vould be better .n 
J other wants her son to have a 
desk job. 
11 Symptom Oriein11 : She thought 
that the origin of the symptom 
was related to a miscarriage which 
she had had. She thoueht not 
explaining it to him had caused an 
emotional block. 
Alterabilit~ 
Mother a ered rigidly to her 
use of sanctions and tended to 
assume responsibility for symptom 
change . 
She cited birth as a Hbig 
evert'''since this 1vas the first 
grandson in the farrily. Present 
and fUture concerns were directly 
related to education and mobility. 
Analysis of Cases A and B 
While controlling for occupation, age and education of the 
parents in these two groups, the Jewish mother in contrast to the non-
Jewish mother had a younger child in treatment, was self-motivated to the 
cl inic, was more rejecting of the symptom and the child. She had 
attempted to manage the situation directly by a variet~- of problem-
solving devices . She .seemed to feel that her status position was extremal~ 
threatened by the symptom which she understood to have emotional com- I 
ponents. Case B clearly illustrates how ethnicity may relate to maternal 
attitudes in this type of situation. The combination of the ordinal 
position and the~;mptom in the latter case vrere vehicles for evaluating 
the role of ethnici ty. The mothEr'··:m uro jecting her sta. tus position onto 
the child' s achievement sau her social acceptance in terms of the child 1 s 
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achievement and its c~nsequent nobility. She aprcaled to him to achieve 
in these terns. The Protest..,nt mother, in sham contrast, apoloeized for 
her concern because her friends trought she ~as being too concerned. Her 
child as an extension of herself liaS described in terms of other cultural 
~eratives such as his frugal and Eoralistic personality characteristics . 
A Comonrison of 1\ro Uouard l'obile ltiddle Class Fothe:rs 
CASE C : PROTESTANT 
The boy Has ten years old and in the 
fourth grade . 
1-Iother is 33 . 
Mother and father attended college . 
Occupation and Income 
Fat her is a chemist earning 
$5,500 a year . 
Residence and Style of Li:fe 
They live in a middle class 
neighborhood and lead an active 
church, cultural ~nd social life . 
AnnlicPtion anc Referral 
· l'-Iother, Who was referred by the 
school, made auplicqtion by herself . 
Attitude Tol-rard Symptom 
Mother was r..oaer3:tely disturbed 
about the B r.-1ptom. De s .... i te secon-
dary sy~t.orn.s , she gave priority to 
the learning problem in C"ming to 
the clinic . l·1other was ambivalent 
about the symptom. She indicated 
some understanding of emotional 
causality. She felt that the boy' s 
r~lationship ~Qth ~is father was a 
major precipitating factor. 
CASE D: JEHISH 
The boy Has eight years old and in 
the third grade . 
!-:Other is 33. 
Father attended college and graduate 
school . 
Occupation and Income 
He is a professional earning 
about oa ,ooo a year. 
Residence and Style of Life 
They live in a 'high income suburb . 
}!ember ship in s:,nagogue and obser-
v.mce of the holi..:ays . I~~ other is 
very active in a number of secular 
organizations ~--hich have social and 
~litical nurposes . She frequently 
~ttends concerts and the theatre . 
_uulication and Referral 
· ·1 other Has sel f - referred and made 
self-auplication • 
.. tti tude Toward Symrtom 
"Kother expressed very unacceptable, 
attitudes toward the sympton. She 
thought the boy had an er~tional 
problem. She ·ras very relieved t'o 
mow thc>t he vras not retarded. She 
asked nany questions of the clinic 
inc1.ic?ting th?t she recognized her 
resnonsibility with the clinic for 
effecting change . 
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Antecedent Solutions 
None 
Nanagement 
She cited no sanctions l·ri th 
respect to the symptom other than 
introducing him to new activities 
in order to sti.mulatettother" 
interests . 
Future Concerns 
She feared t hat the boy might be-
come delinquent . Her concer ns about 
his education -were tempered by her 
adverse remarks about Jews who have 
high aspirations for their chil dren . 
rntecedent Solutions 
Included tutoring, physical 
examinations, and correctional work 
at school. 
:Management 
~~ther also maintained excessive 
contact 1~th the school . She 
socialized "~th the teachers in 
order to :rr..anipulate the particular 
class the boy was promoted to and 
the teachers he would have . Her 
sancticns had consisted of "depri-
vation", "isolation" , '~easoning" 
and "pressure" . Case D would not 
allo1·r her son to play during his 
vacations or to participate in any 
recreation. She '·ept him in the 
house to tutor him or to force 
him to do his work . She felt that 
she !:lUst push him if he l·rere "to 
succeed in this competitive -vrorld. " 
Future Concerns 
She feared her son 1·rould not 
go to the right college and tclce 
up his father ' s profession. 
Analysis of Cases A, B, C and D 
Similar to the Jewish ~nther in Case B, the attitude of Case D 
to1-1ard the child vis- a-vis the symptom was an anbivalent and rejecting 
one . She saw herself as being resnonsible for driving her son "to succeed 
in this competitive world." She projected the implications of the symptom 
into future terms . While the lo-wer-middle class Je1·1ish mother fantasied 
about success in terms of her son 1 s l·hl te collar Fork, Case D f eared her 
boy 1-10ulrin ' t eo to the right college and take up the profession of her 
husband. Thus, this !:!other 1-rho is already r.:obile fears that the child' s 
symptom 1-1ill result in dovrrmard nobili ty. She anticipated disruption of 
her s t atus . The Jevl'ish rrnther in Case B, on the other hand, feared that 
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the symptom vrould prevent U!Jvrard :'10bili ty and frustrate her status aspira-
tions. Insofar as the learning prob~em of their first-born sons for both 
of these Jev-dsh mothers had social implications, it was not surprisj~g 
that their relationship with their boys as represented by their handling 
of the symptom was more rejective, over- controlling, and hyper-active than 
the non-Jevrish mothers l·lho ap.,.,eared :nore ronbivalent and ":ore laissez- faire 
in the problem situation itself. 
Since we can ass-..::me that the majority of mothers 1-1ho c orne to a 
child guidance clinic 1·dll. focus on t he symptom behavior of the child 
initially, an under standing of what infl uences the mother ' s handling of the 
symptom may well nrovide useful diagnostic information about the mother ' s 
relationship with the child. Although we cannot generalize about ethnicity 
which itself is subject to change , modification, etc . , vre can predict on 
the basis of the findings presented in t~is chapter that it may be a 
crucial issue in certain situations and reinforce or counter-act certain 
neurotic intra-psychic dynaMics . We can raise the question that in a symp-
tom group in uhich the !'!other 1 s own neurotic confusion of !l'.a.ste:r.r and 
achievement impulses ldth a3gressive sadistic impulses r~sults in the childs 
fear of success, whether the ethnic drive to achieve and the consequent 
anxiety generated lvhen the child does not fulfill this impcrati ve can be 
used constructively in treatment. On a reality level, those Jevdsh mothers 
ha~acartain conscious emotional system of expectations for their sons . 
Only research t~.a.t examines these findings in terms of r.'.over.J.ent later in 
the case-vrork relationship can provide answers to this question. 
Conclusion 
The findings of the b?.cl<".ground the the qualitative data uhich 
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ha.Ye be-n presented in this chanter can nov-1 be s1.:'ll'l::'.a.rily stated. 
Des...,ite their o,m ages , the Je~·ri.sh -~others in our sanple tended 
to r e cognize the learning problem symptom as : .. aladaptive behavior in 
younger sons than non- Jewish reothers did. rllidle older Je1dsh nothers 
tended to bring older sons to the clinic and younger Jewish nothers tended 
to brine youncer sons, all Jev-dsh ~ethers , irrespective o~ their a6e , 
their socio-economic position, and the education of their husbands, had 
youneer Je1dsh sons in tr ~atr:1ent , +ended to !"'.a.ke .:t~!Jlication by the:msel ves, 
< .... "ld tended to be self- referred. The actu:U birth ranl' of their sons 1ras 
- , of less significance to their activity tn the syr~tom situDtion than the 
boy ' s ordinal position in terms of his sex. Actual birth rank ma~r be I!lcre 
significant to the non- Jewish !'lather of th learning problem son. The 
combination of the child 1 s sexual ordinal position and his learDing 
disability were the critical issues for the Je1~sh Mother . Because of 
this , her activity in the problem situation in ten,s of her use of sanction~ 
was quantita.tively and qualitatively different from the non- JeHish rr.other 
in a sirlilar situation. The Je•-ish ! .other tended to see the Syntr'tOJr as a 
threat to her status or her opnortunities for further Tiobility. The 
am:::iety which the sympton generated for the r:.other seemed to have r"'stll ted 
in a greater ~bivalence or rejection of the son 1-rho did not achieve . 
This rejection nay significantly relate to her relationship rr.l th her son 
in other areas . Inasmuch as the Je1nsh ~other ~rceived of non- achievement 
as a real deviance from the norns of 11er cul turc, she also tended to attri-
bute enotional coEDonents to the probleM in her understandine of the symp-
tom' s causality at the intiial ryhase o~ treatment more often than non-Jevdsh 
rn.others did. Her anxiety about the chili ' s failure to achieve in the schoo I 
situ~tion ~n~ her ~~~erstPndine of the e~otional significance events and 
relationships have had for him i n terns of ~s problem may in so~P. instance 
also have served to facDitate her ability to nerceive of the resnonsibilit 
she ~ust assume in the problem- solving process . Her very anxiety about the 
symptom and her conscious desire to have the child meet the cultural 
imoeratives o~ achievement and assertion might also have expedited the 
casewor~er 1 s treatment goal of clarifyinc for these mothers the dynamics 
of the child 1 s nroblem which she has contributed to . \'Jhile 1-re tmow that 
the cl'.ildren of this symptom group reflect the ""Jroblems ,·rhich their parents 
have i·li th respect to assert ion an.-4 achiever:ent, Jev:ish !l':Othcrs related to 
the symptom situation itself rrith less ambivalence and a ~ore ~renounced 
desire to have the child succeed than non-Jewish parents in this sar'Dle 
did. The l earning problen symptom as it was related to ethnici ty t hreatene 
to disrupt the cultural equilibrium of the c.Tewish rtother . It •·ras thcre:fb re 
less amenable to the control of the defenses •·:hich are generally charac-
teristic of the ?arents of learning probl em sons . 
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CIL\PTER V 
II CONCLUSION AND Al!ALYSIS 
The uurpose of this co~aritive study hes been to exarine the 
i ssue of ethnicity as it related to ~3ternal attitudes . It was examined 
by means of studying Mternal attitudes toward the learning problem 
symotom of first-born sons . The co~binction of the learning oroblem 
symptom and the ordinal position vrere intentionally selected by us as the 
vehicles against which the attitudes of eight Jel·"ish nothers could be 
compared vrith the attitudes of eight non- Jewish ~~thers . The ~others in 
II each group had sons PPO rrere presented for treatrent of their learning 
disability. The two groups l·rere selected on the basis of the follmdng 
criteria : 
1 . That the son was first-born son in his fa.l"tily group; 
2. That he was between six and t-vrel ve years of age; 
3. That his learning problem l·w.s the r1<"jor presenting s:nnpton; li 
4. That his learning dif:iculty was ,sychogenic in oricin and content; 
S. That he was of average or above average intelli gence; 
6. That he was natural born to his parents; 
7. That there ;-ms no gross social patholo£Y in the home such as 
delinquency and physical depriv~tion; 
8. That the income of his parents fell within a range of lower-
middle to upper-middle class; and 
9. That the mother of the patient had been seen for at least a 
minimum diaenostic period of study. 
'l'hese criteria aDow-ed us to control for such v :::tri·•bles as the 
age rnd the synptom of the child, the orlinal position of the child by 
sex, the socio- economic nosition of the p~rents, the absence of Lrosc 
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social n~tholo~y in the home situatjcn, ~he is~ue of orcanicity, conscious 
r~coenition o~ the sJ~ton on th~ ~ .rt of the clinic and the mothPr, ~d 
at l Past a ~inimum ~~riod of contact with thP clinic . The c~ntrol 0f 
these v~ri~bles was based on our c~njecture that tbe attituQinal clifference 
between these tvro (;roups of nothers 1·1oul ~ th.en be related to the nrcsence 
or absence of the ethnic factor . 
In eX<U!Iining the issue of ethn:i city in mCJternal attitudes toward 
the critical situation of the crild 1 s sp.pto!'l, •·re 1-rere r:oti V"ted by tviO 
desires . First 1·J"as our desire to der onstrate that social Hork must look 
at personality as a psycho-cultural gestalt . Second ·"as our h~rpothesis 
that ethnic identification with its attenda.."Ylt values , strains, and aspira-
tions Hill deterr:ine responses to c. syr1ptom situation and the .. :anner in 
wich the individual ldll relate to help. Attitudes t01·rarJ the chlld ' s 
symptom, its causality, its alterability, ~d the nrojected i?.~ee of those 
~gents hich are responsible for ch.,nge of' the symptom situ<:>t~nn i!::!Jressed 
us e.s being crucial case\·Tork issues . An 11nderstanding of attitudes tot.Tard 
these issues vdll reveal the mother ' s do~inant lefenses; the r.ar~cr in 
>-Thich she relates to the child vis-a-vis the s~tom; the ~.Dnner in Hhich 
she relates to her husband; her h~bitull problem-solving res~urces and 
devices; the 11anner in ·t-~hich she relates to a hclpine agent; and the 
particul1.r ~eaning the child 1 s sym;pton has for her . These are not c'...1l ture-
free issues . They are, rather, attitudes v11ich ar e ~uenced and preci~i-
tated by a cultural conplex. In lookine at ::>erscnali ty with a c:ll tural 
persnectivc , the casevorker will then be enabled not only to de~~ine 
the ~lic~tions of the child ' s s~~to~ for the ~other, but perhaps to 
utilize the values of the culture -vlhich the s~~tom is a deviation from 
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as mcill '1ry c '1 sei,JOrlc agents as ·Hell • 
The ifu"'Juence of ethnicity on these areas ir:pressed us as being 
a unique and !Jrodl~ctive 1-~a~r of stuct:,-.:..ng the r levance of culture to treat-
ment . While other studies cited by us have c~ncentrated their focus on 
the etioloGical role of culture in personality and behavior patterns , in 
symptom formation, and iJl the induction of social values, ~.re felt that 
our ucrspective was significantly different. 
The following areas vrl1j_ch ,.re had selected ~or systematic exami-
n '!tion iv:ill be discussed with respect to our findings . 
1. The differences in maternal attitudes tot·.rard the le.,rning 
problem sympto~ of the first - born son in a group of Je1~sh 
~~thPrs and a group of non- Je·dsh r.others . 
2. Hm,r these differences affect the nature and content of the 
mother ' s nanage~ent of the problem situ~tion . 
3. RovT the re..,ction to the ""vr:ptom in..1.ic~tes the .. other ' s 
perception of it as a potential disruption to her cultural 
equilibriun. 
4. The Ir..:mner in ·which an understandine of these differences in 
attitudes as they are rel~ted to ethnicity reflect for us 
the "'lrcssures and adjustr.tents -v:hirh. the nother is try:i.ne to 
effect as a psycho- cultural gestalt . 
The two groups vrere simil. -:r to one another "i·Tith respect to the 
distribution of socio- economic position. The mojority of each group fell 
in the middle class range Hi th an equivalent number frorr ench group in 
lovrer- r i::ldle class and uoper-middle class resnecti vely. Despite this 
similarity, the fathers of each group had had different educational 
II experiences . Nore non- Jewish fathers had attended college than their 
counterparts . The differences in p::>ternal age betvreen the ti·To eroups !"'ight 
account for the differences in the extent o! education . Jewish fathers 
-r1ere older than non- Je·Tish fathers . Sirtilarly, Jet-Tish :.:others "'rere evenly 
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older and younger than non- Je-.rish mothers . Jelvish sons, on the other hand, 
were younger than non- Jewish sons . Jewish sons also tended to be second-
born by actual bir th rank. The majority of non- JeHish sons Here first-
born children as vrell as being first-born sons . Thus vrith respect to the 
age of the child, the actual ordinal position of the child, the age of the 
mther, and the extent of education, the t~·ro groups differed frolll each other 
There vrere certain artifacts in the sample 1-.rhich we selected 
vlhich, •·mile they ca..:1.not be considered as findings are nevertheless signi-
ficant . We did not control for either the age of the son, the actual 
ordinal position of the n , the education of the father , or the age of 
the nether . Jewish sons were younger irrespective of the age of their 
mothers , the socio-economic position of their parents, the educational 
experience of their ?arents , and their actual ordinal position by birth 
I rank. There wa s a rele.tionship bet1-roen the age of the child and th2..t of 
the mother in the experimental group. Because of the prew.iUin the Jewish 
ethnic group places on educational C!Chievcment in the nale c11iJ d, it is 
possible that the Jevdsh nether in our sanple 1·1as more attuned and alerted 
to an earlier deviation from intellectual productivity than her counter-
part . The age of the Jevrish child becomes even r..ore si~ficant whe::1 in 
conparing this variable vdth all other V'U'iables in the background data, 
>·re discovered that irres:--ective of the marginal ed't!c··tional position of t he 
Je1dsh parents, Je>·iish sons •·rere still brought to the clinic at an earlier 
age than sons in the control group. This finding -vras sustained in comparina 
the child' s age v~th the socio-economic position of the parent. ~fuile the 
Jewish fathers had had l ess educational experience than their counterparts, 
they had nevertheless attained a similar distr~bution of socio-econo~.ic 
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position and ha ' a younger son in trGatment . 
The identifyin: variables ·-:ill novr be discussed wi th respect to 
t he;,r relation t o !"":aterna.l ::J.ttitudes . The age of the notl'>er did not 
sp~ear t o be a signifi cant factor in the ~ollowing areas ; 
1. The differences in ma.terncl attitudes toward the learning 
probl em symptom of the first-born son in a group of Je,dsh 
~others and a group of non- Jevrish ~others , 
2. Fow these differences affect the nature and ccntent of the 
mot~et 1 s nanagement of the problem situation. 
vle found that there were significant at"':.itud.inal differ ences 
bet>·reen our t1vo groups of mothers . Irrespective of their ages, their 
socio-econoiT'ic position, their educat·· onal [!osition, and the age of the 
child, the total experimental group m~de ap~lication to the clinic by 
themselves . Four were self- referred. This lvas :..n shar "" c ontrast t o the 
one application made by the mother in the control grnup . Self- applica tion 
is an index of motivation. It may also reflect primary kno;-rled.ge of the II 
appropriate amel iorative institution. Our findings that the Jevdsh mother 
employed a greater variety of antecedent solutions Might have, on the other 
hand, nrovided her with the lmowledge of the clinic . 
Both groups had employed such techniques as tutoring, reading 
clinics, and physical exal'l'inations . I'1ore Je-vri.sh mothers, hm.;evcr, had had 
contact 1-ri.th other treatment centers nrior to their c ontact with Judge 
B~ker. Despite the use of antecedent solutions by both cr oups, vre f ound 
that the Je1dsh rnother tended to anprox:i..mate getting hel p at a clinic as 
l'~ll as to use her o-vm lmoviledge of psychological resources or to transl ate 
the knowledge given to her in prior contacts in making self- application. 
In contrast, the school or other resources r~de a~plication for six of 
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the r.others in the control eroup . Thus, 'B found that the differences 
betvreen the tuo grouns Hi th r espect to col"'.in"' to the clinic 1rere related 
directly Go ethnic identification irresDective of naternal aee . 
Je1v.ish mothers , prior to col".int; to the clinic, had also empl oyed 
a greater vC~ riety of problem- solving devices -vri.th greater intensity in 
managing the !"'roblem symptom situation. This -vras true regardless of her 
age , the age of the child, or socio-economic position. I The use of !'roblem- 1 
solving devices as characterized by their f r equency and their variety has 
iiT~ressed us a s being criteria of the mother 1 s involvement 1·ri. th the symptom 
in a direct kind of r elationship . The fact that the r.others in both 
groups differed in this respect indicates again for us th~t the symptom 
is one •·Thich she consciously desires to eradicate . 
The findings of differences in the r.!<mngement of the problem and 
the motiv -,_tion for help betvreen these t-vm eroups 1-r,:.s reinforced in examining 
their attitudes touc.rd the learning nroblen s .. ~tom. Irrespective of every 
oths.r variable 1-ri.th the exception of the ethnic id.entificntion, al:_ Jevish 
nothers e~ressed e;::plici t "unacceptable attitudes" toFard the child1 s 
learning '1roblem. This -vras t -rue of only one rother i n the control group. 
' I Their responses seemed to be somewhat ambivalent or apolo:::;etic 1-r.ith respect 
to the s 1nptom. Attitudinal differences were further demonstrated in 
maternal <>ttitudes to1·mrd the symptom orirrjn. Irrespective of al1_ other 
v..,.riables , the Jewish rr.others, 1·•hile ":>ro jectin~ caus-"tli ty, did so ,,ri th an 
unierstnnding of the emotional r:eaning an G. the crmtent of extern".l e='"'" ·eri-
ences and rel<>tionships h"d had for the c'"-il :!.. Conversely, the r:o+.l'1ors 
in the C"ntrol eroup projected causality Hit1.out any indication o~ the 
enot-iom.l cause- and-effect relationshirs . Furthernore, the :-:oth"'rs in the 
T 
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contr ol eroup ten1ed to circumscribe their l'n~erstnndinG of s;r-nptom oric;in 
to teache"'s , schools, Rnd personality ch..,racteristics of the chi1 ~ s1·.ch 
as l~zinFH:s , etc . With respect to this s~_-r)le , Je,d.sh --:othrrs revealed 
a morn sophisticated tmderstanding of the er:otione~ anr1 T')sycholor:ical 
:inplic..,tions of the school :>roblE:m. Since the culture defines acl'dr>verent 
as normal and nonnative behavior, then non- le?.rning is by definj tion 
abno~~ b• havior . Con~e~uently, the Je·~sh ~other vight be as concerned 
about the child1 S ::18.Stery of the scrnol tasks ~S She POuldfuwith !:.he child l ~ 
~ro~rc~sion through developnentol tasks such as e~tine, toilet t~~inin:, 
obedience, etc . Jn other vords , school le<:!rr.ing fo:=- her is ind::.c~ti ve 
of a heal thy adjust!'!ent ''lhile non- scho0l 1 earning denotes r.aladjustment. 
This interr.>retation of devim1t behavior es ~>re2.l as an understandi 
of its enotional connot,tions rras furthe-r borne out in the fact th.;;t one-
holf of the r.other~ in the exoeri.nent!ll croup ncrceived of res:-onsibili ty 
:'or ch3.nge of the s~ptom. situation as a shcred proposition betw-e:1 them-
selves and the clinic . No .other in the control group ""'erceived of her 
role in thls way. She either displaced responsibility to the C'l inic , 
projec"t-d it to the child, or :i.Jr.pli d that she vas going to ass1une it all. 
Thus, l-16 found th..,t there 1-ra.s a si£Tnificant relc.tionship betvr:;cn an ·mder-
st.?.ndine of causal f::>ctors and the !".a.nner of rnl.,tin~ for hel:>. It is · 
cl.so ~ssible th:->t t1'1e JeHish :::.other ' s gr8ater .:...'1Y..iety Hith respect to the 
s:nnptom makes her ~ore de:>en1ent on thP cl;nic in al2.eviatins the situauon. 
This findine is ~upported in l:yers and Roberts ' stud:/ on the r81ati~nship 
rdth Italians, C.,tholics, and Protestents, these authors found that the 
Je··"ish population in psycho- theraphy indicated ~;rcater notivation for 
- ----====--·-=='--------===IF==== 
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sccld.ng help as ·rell as a greater affinity for and underst.:>.ndin~ of the 
function of therapy. 
SUITI!!l.m-y Analysis 
The artifacts of the sar.1ple such as the younger age of "':he 
Jewish child and the even distribution of age of the Je~~sh ~other becomes 
significant in terms of the relationship of the age variables ~~th 
differences betvreen the tvro groups in other areas such as the greater 
motivation of the Je"t·rish mother, her r1ore sophisticated understanding of 
the symptom origin, her more active ::n""magerent of the "l')roblem situation. 
The age of the Je1vish mother was re, a ted only to the age of the Jewish 
child. Her age 't·Tas an insignificant v::.riable in terms of ,._anagerr.ent of 
the problem and r1otivation for help. The age dif~erences bet•reen the 
patients of both groups, the differences in maternal nanagement of the 
symptom as v:>ell as the differences in w.aternal attitudes tm·rard the 
symptom, the symptom- origin, and to1vard resronsibility for change suggests 
to us that the learning problem syr.ptom is a more significant issue for 
the Je~D.sh mother . As such, her anxiety about it seems to have accelerated I 
The fact that the learning I her involvement in the problem- solving process. 
pr obl em was presented by afirst-born son presented a gestalt of issues 
that cut across the Jewish mothers • denial of the problem. The age arti-
facts in our sample might well indicate the threatening r:;eaning that the 
symptom had for the Je1vish mother . vle might also a ssune that J.ack of 
educational ach.ieveJilent, even in the young son, is a concern i n the Je1vish 
culture which cuts across the educati onal, social , and occupational 
status of its Darental roornbers . Stro:lih;c 1~ 1 s finding of the high education 
and occupational expectations by Jewish families for their sons relates to 
our conclusion. He found that this l··a s S':)ecific despite differences of 
social status uithin the Je•'ish culture itself. Tennenbaum's study in 
1937 and Strean' s study in 1956 siMilarly revealed the eMphasis of Je1~sh 
parents on educational ambitions for their sons. Both o~ these studies 
1~-ere done in a child gui .ance set tine . Even v..>hen the child ~•as not being 
seen specifically for school problems, the parent interpr eted his symptom 
as a threat to his opportunities for further education and mobility . 
Goldberg and Sharp also isola ted this "educational drivell in the Je~<rish 
culture . Insofar as casevrork nrust at the initial phase of contact involve 
the parent i n the problem- sol ving process , the ethnic identification of 
the experimental group impressed us P-S havine acted as ancillary casework 
agents in this respect. 
The Symptom as a Cultural Issue 
3. How the reaction to the symptom indicates the mother ' s 
perception of it as a potential disruption to her cultural 
equilibrium. 
4. The r.tanner in 1-1hich an understanding of these differences in 
attitudes as they are related to r thnicity reflect for us the 
pre~sures and adjustments which the nothcr is trying to effect 
as a psycho- cultural gestalt. 
We defined the Jewish ethnic cult ure as a ninority gr oup. As 
such, it is Marginal to the dominant Protestant .Alr.erican culture . Our 
hypothesis -vms that one solution to mO?.r ginality is intellectual achievement. 
Consequently, education has been considered by us to be a cul turall;;r vaT:.-
dated solution to marginality a s ··-ell as a channel for social and occupa-
ti0nal r::obili ty. We found tl1.at our two groups of nothcrs differed signifi-
cantly ~rith r e spect to their c~ncerns about the future implications of the 
symptom as 1-rell as their nsnirations for the child. The r elevance of our 
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finflings for caseworl.:: is that effecttve tr;::.atment n.;;eds to take cognizance 
of ~mat the parent is s~rivins for through the child. Revealed in the 
responses of the Je-vJish ~others -vrho expressed concern about the ~lica­
tions of the s;:,Tolptom in terms of the futurE; -vrere e::oectations of their 
sons -vrhich -vre f eel are the by-product md the consequ nee of ::>~e;inal.i ty. 
Irrespective of their socio-ecnno~ic uosition, Jewish ~others O):pressed 
~~ety about the sympton in terms o~ occu?~tional and ~rofession~l e~ec­
tations . The content of her concern Has very r.JUch relo.ted to ~obili ty 
striving. She articulated the chile! ' s op,...,ortunity for up-vrard ~.ability 
vis- a-vis education. In contr~st, ~dQle class mothers in the control 
group wers concerned not •ri th social mobility but iri th anti-soci<JJ. 
behavior . The Jevri.sh mothers had also e:~ressed positive attitudes about 
the birth o~ their sons as a big event in their families . There seemed 
to be a great deal of anticipation about their child ' s l ater success in 
life, but success for them 1-ras intimately related to intellectual produc-
tivity. On the other hand, the n~n-Jev~sh ~other did not ~oint up the 
birth of her son as bein~ a particularly sizni~icant event nor di d she 
conceptualize of success in terms of educ"~t~ on. She seen:ed to er.:nhesize 
the child' s achiever.:ent in other areas, particularly i·Iith r espect to his 
frugal and industrious habits . She tried to handle the problem by 
encolrragine the child ' s ~~stery and interest in areas other than the school. 
Consequently her concern was that if the child had a problem it -vrould 
result in some Yind of delinquent type behavior. The Je-vJish n:other focused 
on the school itself and specified her aspiration in terms of his eoing to 
"a good college", "having a desk job", "assuming his f ather ' s profession" . 
Those Jei·>ish mothers vrho were alr eady mobile feared that the child 1 s 
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syrtptom ~10ulri result in rimm-·":l..'d soci ..,~ robili ty. Those Jevish !'."ther:::; 
'-'hO asnired to increased status fe'l.I'ed th:lt the S1'1'1ptom vrould frustrate 
her uoward .obility aspirations. She ap::'eared to have conn;nmicatP.d this 
concern to the child in her r easoning ·~th him. 
In looking at the vicissitudes of cultural na.rginality, our 
findings have led us to conclude that there exists a relationship betvreen 
maternal attitudes toward the symrtom and cultural position . These 
attitudes are r.anifested in the tY!>e of activity by the rr.other in the 
symptom si tu~tion . Strean and Tannenbaum also concluded that intellectual 
achievei:~ent by the son is perceived and defined by the Jewish r:othcr a.s 
requisite to her status security. 
S"l.l.l'llllla.rJ Analysis 
These findings are pert inent to the areas w~ selected to examine . 
The definition of. the symptom situation j s cultura1.ly dete"~"'!"::ined. The II 
culture ' s criteria of rm;:.t is norrr'ltive and vclued behavior is internalized 
by tht.. cultural member. The definition of 11nomative 11 thus attlmes the 
cultural member to what is deviant and !)roblematic behavior. The JeHish 
w~ther in our sar.ple seened to be un'"~ble to subvert her recognition of the 
probl em by such defensive '"'.a.neuvers as avoiding it, denyinG it, and mini-
mizing it. The symptom itself is a foible in her social real~ty, social 
~otivation, and social aspirations . Inasmuch as the Jewish ~other of the 
learnine- nroblem son in this sa.T:JplP found he_·self in a culturally -4.isap-
proved of situation, the case1:orlr<>r 1 s sensitive understandine of the 
cul tur.:U d.;rnar'ics jnvol ved in thr> lc "mine ...... roblcTI issue ¥:ight 11ell 
facili t<1te '1cr abiJ i ty to r elate herself to those cultural forces. of 
as!)irDtion, self- image , and ~otiva.tion ·mich tend to propel end define the 
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personality' s atteq>t at ad:.::>tation. The differences in attitudes bet•·reen 
the t1vo groups of r.othcrs being studied has ir;pressed us ~ s beinG sicnifi-
cantl:" related to the ""resence of the ethnic factor Hith its attendant 
strains, values, and as~irPtions in the e)~er:L~ental group. It is this 
very identification which see~s to have generated the anxiety nece~~ary 
for involvement in the probJen- solving oroce~s . r~ feel that our study 
has been a productive contribution to ~n understanding of cultural qynam.ics 
as they are relc>tPd to caseuork. 
L:i.Initotions 
The analysis of the fin~nrs of this study is si~ni~icantly 
li."'!ited by a number of factors Fhich are both internal and externc.l to ih e 
research. Fir· t , the scope of the study detsrnined the no.ture ~d the 
analysis of the dutr> . Because etrmci ty is not bein£ exa::-.ined c.s c.n 
etiolocic~l compon~nt in th~ s~T.mtom forr~~ion, quf>stions in the schedule 
did not serve to "Ccount for the r:otrer - cl1ild r~"'lationshin e::-:ce"!Jt vis- a-vis 
the manner in 1-T!-ich the mother r cl<>..ted to the sym:otom. Con~equent1y, the II 
analysis of the data does not i.nrl.ic"1te the etioloeical function of ethnici t3!j. 
Secnnrly, the puroosP of this study was to exa..•·rline c11l tural rather thm 
intra- psychic .:!yn'U'lics . vJe car. only assmr.e ro· C' l ture deter .. ;ines the 
e::-~ression of intra-nsychiC 1ynawics in these ~ot~~rs rather than conclude 
with ~· staterr.ents .,bout the exoericnc~s a~~ r~ Gtionshirs these Foth~rs 
have had themsel V(>S 1·111ich lvou.ld necessarily influ~nce their attitudes 
beins donA on the d;yn a. ics of the lcarninr: .,..,roblen chi.ld .:: .. !1d hi"" ncrent. 
A third :L-rorb.nt consid.er~.t:..on is the J ir.i t:.tion ~oscd by 
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questions irrplicit ~d eynlicit ~ttitudinal rcfponses. 1 
==~~============================~ ===*======= 
l.n .:?ttitude consists of a verbal or ""ostural res'~"'onsc of "ccen-
t:mce or rejection rhi ch 'f'~Y .,...,rovj de "the ::_"'relirninary feelinf' tone 
of ensuri.nr" be'l-tc.vior in those situc.tions tor::rd ,-'J.ich the ..... tti tude 
i~ diroctf'd. It ssrves as a hi £'P~:r co7ple.x s:mmol of beh~viorcl 
intent-i..ons . l 
1
-lliile we un lerst'l!ld an attitude to be a hichl:~ co.:!lle:: s~T.bol, 1·10 :-:ust 
r c cocn:ize th~t ; t can be compounded b ~ o. ~J.ll titude o:: ::actors at an~· 
rriven rtoment . -Vhi 1 e cor trolling for thP degree of cc~ta.r-.inati0n by an 
intP.nsive casel•ork relc.tionship, we had. no 11ay of qual i:!:yi_ng for the 
phcnor.-:enon of transference . Thus the res' •onses which .,~ looked at n~y· not 
h~ve bnen true r c snonses as ~uch "S socia1 ly ~ccept~ble r~snonses in a 
situation vhcre the res ardent is face to face <nth an authority, ~dult, 
and helping fieure . Because ;.:e prolJo sed to e::ar..ine the ethnic influence 
on ~ttitudes , lre limite d our analysis of the attitude to this dimension. 
The exception to this -v-as that ;rner"'ver other variables in our ::; nM.~nss 
anneared to be sienifi.cant, they 1-.'Cre taken into ~ccount <:> s further coJ!l-
poundine factors of the r esponse w.rhich •16 ;;ern assessing . 
A fourth limitation -v1hich -vms interna:tized in tru=- '~".etho ~olOC"'J 
uhich 1·:'6 h·we described is the rr.anner in uhich -~he data vas evaluated. 
Des?ite a conscious atte~pt at objectivity, the biases, ~rejvdices , and 
attitudes of the author have undoubtedly contributed to the limited 
reli~bility of the findings . The subjective phenomenon involved in 
evaluating o.tti tudes could nerhaps have been reduced by having seYeral 
people evaluating the same r...:1terial independent of each other . Unfortunate 
l y , this "'aS not feasible . 
lFred Brown, uparental Attitudes and Child Adjustment, 11 .\merican 
Journil of Ort ho- Psychiatry, Vol. 12 (19~2) , p . 274. 
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Several external 2.imitati ons >·m.rrant our attention. The V2ria-
bility of mGl!laging and r ecording intervie't·Ts, the timing of specific 
questions, the noting of af~ect in sone ca se s and not in others, as well 
as a general failure of casework to tal(e a cultural l ife history have also 
served t o increase the limitations of t he study. Because of the vari a-
bility of intervievnng and r ecor ding which v1e have noted, not everJ ques -
tion in our schedule could be ansv~red for each of the sixteen cases. In 
some insta.l'lces, su.lJ'ln"...'ized r ecording nrec2.uded our attempt to !:'.ake any 
evaluative judgment of the response . It must be stated that the case 
record of intervieriS vrhich vrere used preceded this particular r e search 
design and ~re not, therefore , necessarily focused or struct ured in terms 
of eliciting the infor~~tion which this study was interested in examining . 
Since many of the cases had been initially handled by trainees at the 
clinic vmo could not be cont acted, supple~ental information was not sought. 
The members of the Learning Research Group 1\'ere extremely helpful , 
cooperative, and supportive in enab:! .. ing ~e to get 1-lhat ever suppl emental 
. information I was interested in obtaining . Des'"li te t his, backgr ound infor-
·I m:-=~tion such a s the I'!oth.Jr 1 s country o:=: origin, home m·morship, etc . uas not 
'l.Vailable in enough cases to use it f or any r..eaningf ul :_-urpose and >·ras 
thus eli:-:'.in:'~.ted by me . 
A final importmt l:i..m:it2.tion -ua s nrecipi tated by tho quanti ty of 
c~ses in the sa~le . Conclusions based on the ~nalysis of sixteen cases 
crumot be considered a statistically !'leanin~ful enough figure fron vrhich 
one !'ight make v3.lid gener alizations about a lar eer universe . Tlris fact 
'has been talren into a cc--urt in Charter IV by focusing on the qrali tative as 
v:rell as the quantitative differences betucen t he t uo gr oups which 1ffire 
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studied. Consequently, the r 3Bults ~f our analysis are _stated in tArms 
of speculations or exnectations of ho;1 etbnici ty :~ght i:1.fl 'lence the beha-
vior and the ntti tudes of the r es;?ondent in th::. initial phase of the 
ca seHork r elat i onship . To a gr eat degr ee , the analysis of the findings 
i s confined to the cases in the research population. Because the s~~le 
vras not selected randomly , this '!"'E.y not be a truly r epr esent'l.tive or 
universal I!lPan. 
Several areas for further investigat ion are suegested by the 
limitations of this study as v:re:u as the findings l\rhich 1-re have presented. 
TI1e Issues of These Findings for Further Research 
Seve ral areas for further investigation ar e suggested by the 
findings of t his study: 
1 . An intru(e study which aims at isolntine constallati~ns of 
vari "bles in a Jeuish po!)ul~tion o~ r..othcrP in .., cl~il.~ ,.,,ic.t.nce 
clinic Hould be helpful in 2!-::,'"llifying and confirrring the 
fi.-1dings of our backe:rou..l'ld d.a.ta. 
2. The aQ~nistr~tion of this schedule to a larger sanple popu-
l ation • 
3. ..\ cor1parison of maternal attitudes of Jevrish !':others tm-r ..... rd the 
l earning probl:em symotom ..,.rYl another Sj'l'lptom ;?r esented by "' first-
born son. Ttle have stu~..ied a combination of sympton 1-rith or:iinal 
position •·-hich i s o: historical and c :ntemporary significance 
in the Je1-ri.sh culture . It would be interesting to assesB 1vhether 
another symptom results in the characteristic r esponses •·rhich 
we have "Jr esented. 
4. A c omparative attitudinal study of Jevish mothers t o,,rard the 
l earning nroblem sympt om presented by a first-born son with 
the same symptom pr esented by a child with a di~ferent ordinal 
position in the family . This l-rould be one effective Hay of 
a ssessing the issue of the ordinal oosition itself. 
5. A comparative ethnic study of two groups of rr~thers with respect 
to the relationship betHcen their 'lttitudes tmmrd the learning 
problem symptom of their sons and their husbands 1 achievement. 
He have su:::;ested that the :r.3.I'.r.er in vrhich the nothcr r elates 
to l earning probJems in her son r1ight be ~ sicnificant index of 
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her attitudes toward her husbmd. Such a study C"..S this '-mule 
be one mems of developing this hypothesis . 
6. A follo\·1- Up study of the !'lathers ; n this sareple in order to 
deterr.ine v:rhether ethnic i~entj_fication <".S an ancillary agent 
of casevrork is sustaine~ durin~ a mor e advanced ~hase of relation-
ship. This vrould require the r'l.evelop:r.1Cnt of a . .over.~ent scale 
1mich assesses and evalu8tes cl~nge in s uch areas as the symrton 
situation. The :!Jnportmce of such a study llOuld be not only to 
see if ethnicity results in differential I:'.ove.:ent but perhaps 
to define 1-r.i.th r:ore clarity the use and functi0n of ethnicity 
~omich was nede or Fight have been :n:e.de by the caseworker . 
SCHEDULE (FIRST FIIJE INTZ?VIET:JS) 
l . B. CY.GROID.JD Ih TA 
CASE : Ul J3ER 
~ GE 
szx 
CRDI1!AL POSITION 
ACTUAL BIRTI R.\IW POSITION 
SC1iOOL GRADE 
ET TIC IDSNTIFICATION 
DtJP ... '\TION OF PROBLEI: ACCORDIJTG TC I DTHER 
PAREm'~'.L INFOFJA'..ATION 
• GE 
RELIGIQ!-T 
.L\T!Ol!..lLITY 
OCClJPATIOl' 
I''COI·JE 
RESIDErCE 
t<OJ lE OV/NERSHIP 
ACTIVITIES 
RELIGIOUS 
EDUCATIOl':Al. 
SOCLU. 
CULTURAL 
ll.HANAGELENT OF SYl•:PTOl{ 
HOTHER F~ TiER 
APPLICATION lli.DE BY l'10Tl-IER FA~ ER SCHOOL OOCTOR OTR'ER 
REFERRAL l.ADE BY 
ANTECEDENT S11LUTIONS TUTORIKG ptiYSIC • ..L EX..\!' . PRIV.\TZ OR OT "'ER RX 
RE.A:JD-lG CL:l1IC OTFER 
S.tGCTIQlTS S!J>LOYED BY t:OT"'ER 
P"'SITIVE S.: CTIONS 
PHJ.ISE 
NOR 
Tt1?-JGIBLE REW.\RD 
N 0 R 
OTHER 
~'EG.i TIVE S.lNC~IONS 
PfYSICAL PUNISID-1ENT 
N 0 R 
DEPRIVATION 
NOR 
'!rJI'f!IDRA\'ll\1 0;;' LOVE 
NOR 
ISOL.l':'ION 
N 0 R 
REASOJ'v:UTG OR SEPJ .ONI ZD1G 
N OR 
~7 
ill . QUALITATIVE DATA 
HATEIDlAL .ATI'ITUDE TO~TARD Tl-i"E SYI·PTOH 
ACCEPTABLE AHBIVALENT 1JI:r.ACCEP::.li.SLE 
HATERNAL ATTITUDE TOWARD SD!P':'OH ORIGIN 
INTERN.l\..LIZ..I\.TION PROJECTION EXTERN...'\LIZATION 
M...I\.TERN.:\1 • TTITUDE TOUARD SYUPTOM ALTERABILITY 
~U.TERABLE AHBIVALENT UNALTERABLE 
LATERNAL ATTITUDE TOWARD RESPONSIBILITY FOR SYHPTQ111 GP.\NGE 
DISPLACED TO CLINIC SF.ARED loiiTP CLDUC UlTERNALIZED 
OR OTHER ( PROJEC'!ED TO c ..riLD) 
l·:ATERNAL ATTITUDE TOI·lARD FUTURE llv!PLIC. TION OF THE SYHPI'OM 
SOCHL BE!L'\VIOR EDUCATION ECONOl:IC SUCCESS SPECIFICITY 
ATTITUDES TOT lARD 'l'H..!: CHILD Is }:h.STERY TI~ O'!"~R J.REAS 
DEVELOH1ENTAL POSITIVE 1U~CT 
PREGHANCY 
BIRTH 
FEEDING 
\'1.\LKING 
TALKING 
TRAINDIG 
PHYSICAL CONSTITUTION 
PERSO~\LITY CF-tRACTERISTICS 
SOCIAL TASKS 
SOCL\L BEHAVIOR 
SOCllL RELATIONS 
SOCIALS SKILLS 
APTITUDE TASKS 
INTEIJ .ECTU.\1 I NTERESTS 
AND PERFow~rcE ( or:ER THAl: sc,.·ooL) 
ATHLETIC ABILITY 
ARTISTIC ABILITY 
MUSICAL ABILITY 
RELIGIOUS PERFO~~ICE 
OTHER 
NEGATIVE AFFEC 
INTSRPRETATION OF THE Lr\NNER TI~ 'tT ICH 1-fOTHER RELATED TO ':'""flli CLI NIC 
VIS*A- VIS ATTITUDES TOvlARD SYI:FTOl1 . HOSTJLE 
REALISTIC 
PASSIVE 
FURTP".ER NOTES .. "i.l'ID CO:t-il-lENTS : 
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